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How to Study for Round Three
of the Preliminaries of the 2015 Scripps National Spelling Bee
Think twice before printing this guide: The 2015 Round Three Study Guide is 94
pages long. We recommend using it as a computer resource rather than a printed
resource.
Instead, print the 2015 Round Three Study Words to use as your practice list.
Learning these words will give you the best chance to show off your talent during Round
Three.
When you step up to the microphone to spell your word in Round Three, your word will
come from the 2015 Round Three Study Words, available to download when you are
logged into spellingbee.com.
Do you have questions about a word’s pronunciation, origin, part of speech, definition or
use in a sentence? That information is waiting for you in this Study Guide. All you need
to do is:
1. Hit Ctrl+F (PC) or Command+F (Mac).
2. Type the word you are looking for into the search box.
One quick reminder: The only study resource for Round One and Rounds Four and
higher is Webster’s Third New International Dictionary and its addenda section,
copyright 2002, Merriam-Webster.
Happy studying!
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1.

abyssolith

\

This word is made up of a part that went from Greek to Latin to
English plus an English combining form plus a part that went
from Greek to Latin.

\

(a noun)
a deep-seated igneous body lacking a floor of crystalline rock.
The geophysicist’s research concerned the location and size of
an abyssolith that fed several active volcanoes.
2.

acariasis

\

This word is made up of parts that went from Greek to Latin.

\

(a noun)
infestation with or disease caused by mites.
Because some mites live in moist, warm soil, wearing shoes while
gardening can reduce a person’s chances of acquiring diseases
such as acariasis.
3.

acesodyne

\

This word is from Greek.

\

(an adjective)
mitigating or relieving pain.
The patient was administered an acesodyne drug to relieve her
back pain.
4.

acromion

\

This word is made up of Greek parts.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
the outer end of the spine of the scapula, and in a human forming
the outer angle of the shoulder.
The acromion is a bony process that forms the shoulder’s summit
and extends over the shoulder joint.

5.

Adélie

\

This word is from an Antarctic geographic name.

\

(a noun)
a small Antarctic penguin.
The Adélie lives along the Antarctic coast.
6.

adjutant

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

\]

(an adjective)
giving help: assisting.
The general relied on his adjutant officer for vital tactical
information.

7.

aflatoxin

\

\

This word is made up of International Scientific Vocabulary that
came from Latin and Greek elements.
(a noun)
any of several carcinogenic mycotoxins that are produced
especially in stored agricultural crops by molds.
Aflatoxin, which is known to cause liver cancer, is sometimes
found in peanuts and corn.
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8.

agama

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
a lizard of a genus of Old World terrestrial lizards including
many that are of bright and changeable colors.
Depending on the species, the male agama can be brightly
colored in shades such as red, orange and blue.

9.

agglomerate

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(a noun)
a confused or jumbled mass, heap or collection.
Helen’s favorite jeans are somewhere in the agglomerate of
clothing on her bedroom floor.
10.

agronomy

\

This word is from a French word made up of Greek elements.

\

(a noun)
the branch of agriculture that deals with field crop production
and soil management.
Vince earned a degree in agronomy and went to work as a plant
geneticist.
11.

ahimsa

\

This word is from Sanskrit.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
the doctrine of refraining from the harming of others or the
taking of life.
Mahatma Gandhi went from village to village trying to restore
peace by preaching ahimsa.

12.

aikido

\

This word is from Japanese.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
a Japanese art of self-defense employing locks and holds and
utilizing the principle of nonresistance to cause an opponent’s
own momentum to work against him.
Developed by Morihei Ueshiba during the late 1920s, aikido is
influenced by other, older martial arts styles.

13.

ajouré

\

\

This word is from French and Latin-derived French.
(an adjective)
decorated with translucent, pierced, or openwork designs.
Diana’s silver ajouré earrings were round discs with an intricate
openwork pattern of flowers.

14.

Akita

\

\

This word is from Japanese.
(a noun)
a Japanese breed of spitzlike dogs.
The Akita is known for loyalty to its owners.
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15.

alastrim

\

Originally Dutch, this word went to French and then Portuguese
before entering English.

\

(a noun)
a mild form of smallpox of low mortality.
The bush doctor was on the alert for cases of alastrim.
16.

alnico

\

This word is made up of a part of an originally Latin word plus
parts of two originally German words.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
a powerful permanent-magnet alloy containing iron, nickel,
aluminum, and one or more of the elements cobalt, copper and
titanium.
Mr. Arkin’s factory makes industrial magnets from alnico.
17.

amalgamation

\

Originally Arabic, this word passed through Latin and then
French before becoming English.

\

(a noun)
the action or process of uniting or combining into a uniform and
independent whole.
In the thirteenth century King Edward I effected the
amalgamation of Wales with England.
18.

amentia

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
mental deficiency.
Amentia differs from dementia in that it signifies a lack of
intellectual development rather than a decreased capacity.

19.

amphictyony

\

\

This word is from Greek.
(a noun)
an association of neighboring states or tribes in ancient Greece
originally established to defend a common religious center.
The largest and most famous amphictyony administered the
temple of Apollo in Delphi and the temple of Demeter near
Thermopylae.

20.

amygdala

\

\

This word is from an originally Greek word that passed into
Latin.
(a noun)
the basal ganglion in each cerebral hemisphere that consists of an
almond-shaped mass of gray matter in the roof of the lateral
ventricle.
Damage to the amygdala may result in an inability to feel fear.
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21.

anecdotal

\

This word is made up of a part that went from Greek to French
plus an English combining form.

\

(an adjective)
relating to, characteristic of, or containing usually short
narratives of interesting, amusing or curious incidents.
The author’s first collection of short stories received many
positive reviews for being anecdotal yet literary.
22.

angiitis

\

This word is from Greek.

\

(a noun)
inflammation of a blood or lymph vessel or duct.
Certain immune system disorders may trigger angiitis.
23.

animalcule

\

\

This word is from Latin.
(a noun)
a minute and usually microscopic organism.
An amoeba is an example of an animalcule.

24.

aniseikonia

\

\

This word is from three parts that went from Greek to Latin plus
a Latin combining form.
(a noun)
a defect of binocular vision in which the two retinal images of
the same object are of unequal size.
The optometrist prescribed special lenses to correct Jennifer’s
aniseikonia.

25.

antagonist

\

\

The first part of this word is originally Greek, and the second
part is originally Latin.
(a noun)
the principal opponent or foil of the main character in a drama or
narrative.
The Joker proved to be a cunning but overconfident antagonist
for the Batman.

26.

antinomy

\

\

This word is from Greek.
(a noun)
a statement or sentiment that is seemingly contradictory or
opposed to common sense and yet perhaps true in fact : a
paradox.
The students were asked to write an essay on the following
antinomy: The more terrible the prospect of nuclear war
becomes, the less likely it is to happen.
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27.

apostasy

\

This word went through Greek and Latin before becoming
English.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
the renunciation of a religious faith.
The professor stated that Martin Luther committed apostasy by
publishing his Ninety-Five Theses, which began the Protestant
Reformation.
28.

apotropaic

\

The first part of this word is originally Greek, and the second
part is an English combining form.

\

(an adjective)
designed to avert or turn aside evil.
The native costume included a pouch of apotropaic herbs worn
around the neck.
29.

aquamarine

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

(a noun)

\]

a transparent variety of beryl that is blue, blue-green, or green in
color.
Aquamarine gets its name from its color, which suggests the sea.
30.

Aragonese

\

This word is from a Spanish geographical name.

\
[\

(an adjective)

\]

of or relating to the region and former kingdom of northeastern
Spain or to its inhabitants.
Francisco Goya is a famous Aragonese artist who is considered
to have widely influenced many important 19th and 20th century
painters.
31.

arcane

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(an adjective)
known only to a very few : mysterious.
The scroll was written in an arcane script that nobody could
identify.
32.

asthenia

\

This word went from Greek into Latin.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
lack or loss of strength : debility : deficient vitality.
Asthenia, also called simply “weakness,” is a common symptom
of many health conditions.
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33.

asymptote

\

This word is from Greek.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
a straight line associated with a curve such that as a point “P”
moves out along the curve, the distance from the point “P” to the
line approaches zero.
The graph clearly showed an asymptote to the hyperbola.

34.

atmosphere

\

This word is from Greek.

\

(a noun)
a gaseous mass enveloping a heavenly body (as a planet or
satellite).
The satellite sent back data about the composition of the Martian
atmosphere.
35.

audiophile

\

\
[\

\]

The first part of this word is from Latin, and the second part of
this word went from Greek to French.
(a noun)
a person having special interest in and usually a technical
knowledge of the mechanics of sound, especially its
transmission, reception, and reproduction.
As an audiophile, Phil was frequently asked to recommend the
best makers of stereo components.

36.

auriphrygiate

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

\]

(an adjective)
adorned with elaborate embroidery (as of gold).
The bishop donned his auriphrygiate miter before entering the
sanctuary of the church.

37.

avgolemono

\

\

This word is from Greek.
(a noun)
a soup or sauce made of chicken stock, egg yolks and lemon
juice.
Nick ate three bowls of his grandmother’s avgolemono after his
soccer game.

38.

babiche

\

\

This word went from Algonquian to Canadian French.
(a noun)
thread or thong of sinew, gut or rawhide.
Doug’s old canoe had seats woven from babiche.
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39.

bacteriophage

\

\

Both parts of this word are originally Greek.
(a noun)
any of various specific viruses or bacteria-destroying agents that
are normally present in sewage and in the intestinal tracts of
humans and animals.
A bacteriophage was successfully used to destroy drug-resistant
germs.

40.

baculus

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(a noun)
a staff regarded as symbolic of authority (such as the pastoral
staff of a bishop).
The art historian pointed out the baculus in Fra Angelico’s
painting of St. Benedict.
41.

badigeon

\

This word is from a French word.

\

(a noun)
a cement or paste (as of plaster and powdered freestone) used to
fill holes or cover defects in wood or stone.
The plasterer smeared badigeon in the pockmarks on the wall.
42.

bahuvrihi

\

\

This word is from Sanskrit.
(a noun)
a class of compound words whose meanings follow the formula :
“(one) having a B that is A” where A stands for the first
constituent of the compound and B for the second (such as
“graybeard,” “blockhead,” “barefoot”).
The easiest part of Ram’s library assignment in linguistics was to
find three examples of bahuvrihi and three examples of
functional shift.

43.

bailey

\

This word is from a French word that then became English.

\

(a noun)
the outer wall of a medieval castle or any of the several walls
surrounding the keep.
When the enemy attacked the castle, they first tried to scale the
bailey with crudely made ladders.
44.

baku

\

\

This word is from a Philippine name.
(a noun)
a straw hat made of the fibers from a type of palm tree.
Tony was wearing a baku as he got off the airplane after his trip
to the Philippines.
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45.

balestra

\

This word went from Latin to Italian.

\

(a noun)
a jump forward in fencing followed by a lunge.
Dora watched a video online showing how to properly perform
the balestra and other advanced fencing footwork maneuvers.
46.

balletomane

\

\
[\

\]

This word is from a part that went from Latin to Italian to
French, plus an English combining form, plus a part that went
from Greek to Latin to English.
(a noun)
one who takes extraordinary delight in artistic dance
performances.
The balletomane gave a bouquet of roses to his favorite dancer
after the performance.

47.

ballute

\

\
[\

\]

This word is a blend of a Germanic-derived Italian word and a
Latin-derived French word.
(a noun)
a small inflatable parachute for stabilization and deceleration of a
jumper or object usually before a conventional parachute opens.
The ballute, developed for high altitudes, was part of the
standard safety equipment for the Gemini spacecraft.

48.

balneotherapy

\

\

The first part of this word is from an originally Latin word, and
the second part is from an originally Greek word.
(a noun)
the treatment of disease by baths.
In the early 1900s a small town in Tennessee was known as the
ultimate place for balneotherapy.

49.

bamboozle

\

\

This word is of unknown origin.
(a verb)
conceal one’s true motives from someone especially by
elaborately feigning good intentions so as to gain an end or
achieve an advantage : mislead, hoodwink.
Steve, an avowed bachelor, says that no female will bamboozle
him into marrying her.

50.

bantam

\

\

This word is from a Javanese geographical name.
(an adjective)
small : easily handled.
Accustomed to bantam automobiles in Europe, Jacqui regards
most American cars as too large and unwieldy.
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51.

barathrum

\

This word is from an originally Greek word that passed into
Latin.

\

(a noun)
a bottomless pit or abyss : a place or state of misery, torment, or
wickedness.
The motivational speaker said that her early life was a
barathrum that she was fortunate to have survived.
52.

barramundi

\

\

This word is from a native Australian name.
(a noun)
any of several Australian fishes.
For dinner, Donatella and Liam made baked barramundi with
sautéed vegetables and lemon butter.

53.

Basque

\

This word is from a Latin geographical name.

\

(an adjective)
of or relating to a people inhabiting from pre-Roman times the
region of the western Pyrenees on the Bay of Biscay in Spain and
France.
The origins of the Basque language remain a mystery to modern
linguists.
54.

bassinet or
bassinette

\

This word is probably from an originally French word.

\

(a noun)
an infant’s bed made of wickerwork, plastic, or other material
and often having a hood over one end.
David gently placed the sleeping baby in the bassinet and
covered her up.

55.

béchamel

\

This word is from a French name.

\

(a noun)
a white sauce sometimes enriched with cream.
Lidia prepared a rich béchamel to use in her famous lasagna.
56.

bergschrund

\

\

This word is from German.
(a noun)
a deep and often broad crevasse or series of such crevasses
frequently occurring near the head of a mountain glacier.
The rescuers descended into the bergschrund to reach the
injured mountain climber.
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57.

berimbau

\

This word went from Portuguese to Brazilian Portuguese.

\

(a noun)
a musical instrument of Brazil that consists of a gourd resonator
and a single string which is struck with a stick.
Nadia’s berimbau has a metal string and a coconut for a
resonator instead of a gourd.
58.

bestiary

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

(a noun)

\]

a medieval often illustrated work in verse or prose describing
with an allegorical moralizing commentary the appearance and
habits of real and fabled animals.
At the Metropolitan Museum, Eli lingered in front of a case
containing a French bestiary that told a story about a unicorn
and a dragon.
59.

bialy

\

This word is from Yiddish which took it from a Polish
geographical name.

\

(a noun)
a flat roll that has a depressed center and is usually covered with
onion flakes.
A bialy is dense and chewy, somewhat like a bagel.
60.

biathlon

\

This word is from a word that went from Latin to Greek.

\
[\

(a noun)

\]

a composite athletic contest consisting of cross-country skiing
and rifle sharpshooting.
Justine placed second in the biathlon at the Olympic trials.
61.

bibliotaphic

\

\
[\

\]

This word is from an originally Greek word that passed into
French before becoming English.
(an adjective)
characteristic of one who hides away or hoards books.
Hazel devotes her entire basement to the accommodation of her
bibliotaphic desires.

62.

billet-doux

\

This word is from French.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
a love letter.
At summer camp, Sarah always ran to mail call hoping to receive
a sweet billet-doux from her boyfriend back at home.
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63.

binary

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

(an adjective)

\]

of, relating to, or being a system of numbers having two as its
base.
The symbols for zero and the number one are conventionally
used in a binary system of numeration.
64.

bioassay

\

This word is from a Greek part plus a part that went from French
to English.

\
[\

\]

(a verb)
determine the relative effective strength of a substance (as a
vitamin, hormone, or drug) by comparing its effect on a test
organism with that of a standard preparation.
Simon’s laboratory will bioassay a new drug for arthritis.
65.

blasphemous

\

This word is from an originally Greek word that passed into
Latin.

\
[
\

\]

(an adjective)
speaking or writing irreverence toward God.
During the Middle Ages many books were condemned as
blasphemous and burned.

66.

blepharoplasty

\

\

This word is made up of originally Greek parts.
(a noun)
plastic surgery on an eyelid, especially to remove fatty or excess
tissue.
Blepharoplasty is often an elective surgery performed to improve
the appearance of the eyelid.

67.

Borsalino

\

\

This word is from an Italian name.
(a noun)
a wide-brimmed soft felt hat for men.
Roberto tilted back his Borsalino and scratched his forehead,
frowning at the shopkeeper.

68.

Brie

\

\

This word is from French.
(a noun)
a soft perishable cheese ripened by mold.
Laura likes to eat Brie including its thick white rind, but Gary
only eats the soft center.
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69.

brouillon

\

This word is from Latin-derived French.

\

(a noun)
a rough draft.
Robert Louis Stevenson reputedly burned the initial brouillon of
one of his most famous works, The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll
and Mr. Hyde.
70.

budgerigar

\

This word is from a native Australian name.

\

(a noun)
a small Australian parrot that is usually light green with black
and yellow markings in the wild but that under domestication has
been bred in many colors and has become a favored cage and
show bird.
The colorful budgerigar exhibit sat prominently at the entrance
to the exotic bird show.
71.

buisson

\

This word is from an originally Germanic word that became
French before becoming English.

\
[
\

\]

(a noun)
a fruit tree with a very short stem and a closely pruned head.
Nelly planted a buisson beside her porch as decoration, to be
sure, but also to stop the nosy neighbors from always gazing
through the living room window.

72.

cadaver

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[
\
\]

(a noun)
a dead human or animal body usually intended for cutting so as
to expose the several parts and their locations and connections.
Duncan dissected a cadaver in anatomy class.

73.

calanque

\

This word went from Provençal to French.

\

(a noun)
a cove or inlet especially on the Mediterranean coast of France.
While on vacation in the south of France, Isabelle went scuba
diving in a calanque.
74.

camorra

\

This word is from Italian.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
a group of persons united for dishonest or dishonorable ends.
After a humiliating defeat, Jonathan and his friends decided to
band together and form their own camorra, whose purpose was
to destroy the snow fort of those nefarious fifth-graders.
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75.

canard

\

This word is from a French word.

\
[\

(a noun)

\]

a false or unfounded report or story; especially : a fabricated
report (as by a newspaper).
The report of the famous singer’s death turned out to be a
canard.
76.

capacitance

\

\
[\

\]

This word is made up of two parts that both went from Latin to
French to English.
(a noun)
the property of an electric nonconductor that permits the storage
of energy as a result of electric displacement when opposite
surfaces of the nonconductor are maintained at a difference of
potential (as in a capacitor).
The engineer was tasked with reducing the electrical
component’s capacitance in order to make it faster.

77.

carcinogenic

\

Both parts of this word are originally Greek.

\

(an adjective)
producing or tending to produce cancer.
Thousands of naturally occurring chemicals have carcinogenic
effects.
78.

cardiomegaly

\

This word is from Greek.

\

(a noun)
enlargement of the heart.
Severe anemia can result in cardiomegaly.
79.

carnauba

\

This word is from Portuguese.

\
[\
\]

(a noun)
a yellowish to dark-brownish gray hard brittle high-melting wax
obtained from the surface of leaves of a fan palm of Brazil.
Carnauba is sometimes used as a protective coating for wooden
furniture.

80.

carpel

\

\
[\

\]

This word is from an originally Greek part plus an originally
French part.
(a noun)
one of the structures in a seed plant comprising the innermost
whorl of a flower.
The diagram of the flower pointed out the petal, the stamen, the
carpel and the sepal.
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81.

carronade

\

This word consists of a part which came from a Scottish place
name plus an English combining form.

\

(a noun)
an obsolete short light iron cannon used on ships to throw heavy
shot at close quarters and on shore as a howitzer.
The carronade was common on British merchant ships during
the Revolutionary War.
82.

Carthaginian

\

This word is made up of the name of an ancient city in northern
Africa plus an English combining form.

\
[\

\]

(an adjective)
of, relating to, or characteristic of Carthage, an ancient city of
northern Africa that is now a suburb of Tunis, Tunisia.
The Carthaginian landscape features sea inlets both to the north
and the south.
83.

caryopsis

\

Both parts of this word are from Latin.

\

(a noun)
a small one-seeded dry indehiscent fruit with a thin membranous
pericarp adhering so closely to the seed that fruit and seed are
incorporated in one body forming a single grain (as in wheat,
barley, Indian corn, and other grasses).
Caryopsis is a botanical term often replaced by the less technical
term “grain” in general use.
84.

Castalia

\

This word is from a word that went from Greek to Latin.

\
[\

(a noun)

\]

a source of poetic inspiration.
Though many poets use the natural world as inspiration,
classical literature is also a common Castalia.
85.

cavil

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

(a verb)

\]

to object or criticize adversely for trivial reasons.
Even if Tracy’s room is spotlessly clean, she knows that her mom
will cavil at something about it.
86.

celluloid

\

This word originated as a trademark.

\
[
\

\]

(a noun)
motion-picture film.
The library has been busy converting their large film archive
from celluloid to digital recordings.
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87.

censorious

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(an adjective)
marked by or given to an inclination to discover and severely
condemn especially social, moral or artistic errors.
Helen was in one of her censorious moods at the reception this
evening.
88.

centripetal

\

This word is formed from two Latin elements plus an English
combining form.

\
[\

\
\

\]

(an adjective)
moving, proceeding, or acting in a direction toward a center or
axis.
Centripetal force serves to keep electrons moving around the
nucleus of an atom.

89.

cesspool

\

This word is from a Latin word that became French and then
English.

\

(a noun)
an underground catch basin that is used where there is no sewer.
A contractor determined the best location for the farmhouse’s
cesspool.
90.

Chalcolithic

\

This word is made up of two originally Greek parts.

\

(an adjective)
of or belonging to a transitional period between the Neolithic and
Bronze ages in which some copper was used.
The Chalcolithic period, or Copper Age, ended when
metallurgists discovered that adding tin to copper produced
bronze.
91.

charade

\

This word is from a word that went from Provençal to French.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
an almost transparent pretense.
The princess confirmed public suspicion that her marriage had
been a charade.

92.

charisma

\

\

This word is from Greek.
(a noun)
a personal magic of leadership arousing special popular loyalty
or enthusiasm for a public figure.
When asked to name a leader with charisma, many name John F.
Kennedy.
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93.

chastushka

\

This word is from Russian.

\

(a noun)
a rhymed folk verse usually of four lines traditional in form but
often having political or topical content.
While researching Russian history, Andrei discovered a
chastushka that satirized the Russian monarchy.
94.

chayote

\

This word is from a word that went from Nahuatl to Spanish.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
the rounded or pear-shaped fruit of a West Indian annual vine of
the cucumber family that is widely cultivated as a vegetable.
Aaron went to three different grocery stores, but none carried the
chayote that he needed for his recipe.

95.

chiliad

\

This word is from an originally Greek word that passed into
Latin.

\

(a noun)
a period of one thousand years.
December 31, 2000, was the last day of the second chiliad in the
modern calendar.
96.

chondrogenesis

\

\

This word was formed in International Scientific Vocabulary
from originally Greek elements.
(a noun)
the development of cartilage.
In early fetal development, much of the skeleton is formed
through chondrogenesis.

97.

chrismon

\

\

This word was formed in Latin from Greek parts.
(a noun)
a symbol formed of the first two letters, chi and rho, of the Greek
word for Christ.
Each Sunday school pupil made a chrismon from felt and
sequins for the church’s anniversary display.

98.

chrysophyte

\

\

This word is made up of originally Greek parts.
(a noun)
a golden-brown alga.
The chrysophyte is found mostly in freshwater, rather than
saltwater.
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99.

citrine

\

This word went through Latin and French before becoming
English.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
a semiprecious yellow stone that resembles topaz but is actually
black quartz changed in color by heating.
Kara had her eye on a ring of diamond and citrine in the jewelry
store window.
100. civility

\

This word is from a Latin word that became French and then
English.

\

(a noun)
the state of being advanced in social culture.
Peyton’s civility in accepting the security guard’s apology for
mistakenly tackling him was remarkable.
101. cloche

\

This word came from French, which formed it from a Latin
word.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
a woman’s small helmet-like hat usually with deep rounded
crown and very narrow brim.
After Lady Mary had her hair bobbed, she found it much easier
to wear a cloche.
102. coacervate

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

(a noun)

\]

an aggregate of colloidal droplets held together by electrostatic
attractive forces.
The chemist referred to the aggregation of liquid particles in an
emulsion as a “coacervate.”
103. coccygeal

\

This word is from an originally Greek word that passed into
Latin.

\

(an adjective)
of or relating to the end of the vertebral column beyond the
sacrum in humans comprising usually four small vertebrae that
are more or less fused in the adult.
When Tom fell from the ladder, he sustained a coccygeal injury.
104. cockatrice

\

This word went from Latin to French before becoming English.

\
[\

\
\

\]

(a noun)
a legendary serpent with deadly glance said to be hatched by a
reptile from a chicken’s egg and often represented especially in
heraldry as having the head, wings, and legs of a rooster and the
tail of a serpent — compare basilisk.
Damian was surprised to find a cockatrice featured prominently
on his family crest.
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105. collywobbles

\

This word was formed by folk etymology and was probably
influenced by an originally Latin word and a German word that
passed into English.

\

(a plural noun)
a slight intestinal disturbance accompanied by abdominal
cramps.
Bruno came down with the collywobbles after the pie-eating
contest.
106. colocynth

\

This word is from a word that went from Greek to Latin.

\

(a noun)
the spongy fruit of a Mediterranean and African herbaceous vine
which is related to the watermelon.
The seeds of the colocynth are a source of vegetable oil in some
parts of southern Africa.
107. conciliatory

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

(an adjective)

\]

tending to win over from a state of hostility or distrust :
mollifying.
Nathan’s conciliatory gestures finally gained Adam’s
forgiveness.
108. confederacy

\

This word went from Latin to Anglo-French before becoming
English.

\

(a noun)
a league or compact between two or more persons, bodies of
men, or states for mutual support or common action : alliance.
The royal advisers formed a confederacy in order to overthrow
the king.
109. confit

\

This word went from Latin to French.

\
[\

(a noun)

\]

meat (such as goose, duck, or pork) that has been cooked and
preserved in its own fat.
Jean always lets her duck confit cook slowly over the course of
at least eight hours.
110. consigliere

\

This word went from Latin to Italian.

\
[\
\]

(a noun)
one that counsels or gives advice.
Tom considers Joseph his best friend as well as his consigliere.
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111. contagion

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(a noun)
the process by which disease is transmitted from one person to
another by direct or indirect means.
Frequent hand washing has been found to be effective in
disrupting the contagion of the common cold.
112. conterminous

\

\
[\

\]

This word is made of parts that went through Latin and French
before becoming English.
(an adjective)
having a common boundary (as with another section or country).
The United States and Canada are conterminous countries.

113. copra

\

\
[\

\]

Originally probably from Hindi, this word passed from
Malayalam, a Dravidian language, to Portuguese.
(a noun)
coconut meat dried especially for export before the coconut oil is
pressed out.
After the oil is extracted, what remains of the copra is usually
used as animal fodder.

114. coracle

\

This word is from Welsh.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
a small boat made by covering a wicker frame with hide or
leather.
Ted rowed an old coracle to the small island in the middle of the
lake.

115. corrade

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

\]

(a verb)
wear away by abrasion.
Laney wore her late mother’s wedding ring on a chain around
her neck so that her work as a potter would not corrade the thin
gold band.

116. courgette

\

\

This word is from a part that went from Latin to French plus a
French part.
(a noun)
a slender summer squash with very dark green or blackish skin
and thick greenish white or creamy white tender flesh : zucchini.
Emma was pleased to find chopped courgette in her helping of
shepherd’s pie.
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117. crèche

\

This word is from French.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
a representation of the stable at Bethlehem with the infant Jesus
surrounded by Mary, Joseph, animals and adoring shepherds and
Magi.
DeAnne’s favorite part of the holiday season is helping her
mother set up the crèche on the mantle.

118. cryptoporticus

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(a noun)
a porch, gallery, or ambulatory in ancient Roman architecture
that was wholly or partly concealed, had few openings and
served for private communication.
Excavators found a perfectly preserved cryptoporticus in the
ruins of Pompeii.
119. cultivar

\

This word is a blend made up of parts of two Latin-derived
words.

\

(a noun)
an organism of a kind (as a variety, strain, or race) that has
originated and persisted under cultivation.
A cultivar may be produced by cloning, through genetic
modification or from seed.
120. cuvette

\

This word is from a word that went from Latin to French.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
a small often transparent vessel (as a tube or basin) that is used in
scientific research.
Rina removed the cuvette from the imaging spectrograph.

121. cystectomy

\

This word is made up of originally Greek parts.

\

(a noun)
the removal of all or a portion of the urinary bladder.
Lamont underwent a cystectomy to treat his bladder cancer.
122. d’orsay

\

This word is from a French name.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
a type of high-heeled shoe or slipper.
The style blog declared that the d’orsay, a shoe originally
designed for men in the 19th century, was the must-have shoe of
the spring season.
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123. dais

\

Originally Latin, this word went through French before
becoming English.

\
[\

\
\

\]

(a noun)
a platform raised usually above the floor of a hall or large room
to give distinction or prominence to those occupying it.
A round dais was exactly in the center of the room.

124. dalliance

\

This word is originally English.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
frivolous action.
Melba told Herb to stop his dalliance with the computer and to
do something constructive such as taking out the garbage.

125. damson

\

This word is from a Syrian geographical name that went through
Latin to English.

\

(a noun)
the fruit of a rather small compact plum that has small dark
purple fruits and is native to Asia Minor but now cultivated
throughout much of the world.
Becky added some damson to her fruit salad for a little exotic
flair.
126. danzón

\

Perhaps originally from Latin, this word passed from French to
Spanish to American Spanish.

\

(a noun)
a native Cuban dance of African origin now popularized in Vera
Cruz, Mexico.
Hundreds of people turned out in the ballroom to dance the
danzón.
127. davenport

\

This word is of unknown origin.

\

(a noun)
a large upholstered sofa often convertible into a bed.
Mother made up the davenport for Cousin Jenny to sleep on.
128. decanter

\

\
[\

\]

The first part of this word is from an originally Latin word, and
the second part is an English combining form.
(a noun)
an ornamental glass bottle used especially for serving wine.
A beautiful antique decanter from Austria adorned the couple’s
anniversary table.

129. decennary

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
a period of ten years.
Peace was finally restored after a decennary of unrest.
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130. declamatory

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

\]

(an adjective)
marked by rhetorical effect or display : stilted.
Minna’s declamatory sermon alienated many of her listeners.

131. demiglace

\

This word is from Latin-derived French.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
a foundation sauce made of stock thickened with flour browned
in fat with added seasonings to taste then simmered down,
degreased, strained and usually seasoned with dry wine.
The featured special at the restaurant that night was grilled
hanger steak with mushroom demiglace.

132. denouement

\

This word came from French, which formed it from a Latin
word.

\
[
\
\]

(a noun)
the final outcome, result, or unraveling of the main dramatic
complication in a play or other work of literature.
The loose ends of the plot were neatly tied up in the surprising
denouement.

133. desuetude

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\
\]

(a noun)
a state of protracted suspension or of apparent abandonment.
In some schools the practice of memorizing great poems has
fallen into desuetude.

134. desultory

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

\]

(an adjective)
not cogently relevant : digressive.
Nancy’s comments in class are usually rather desultory, but
today her remarks were very relevant.

135. devaloka

\

\

This word is from Sanskrit.
(a noun)
a world of gods : heaven.
The guru explained the concepts of reincarnation and devaloka
to the residents of the ashram.

136. diacritic

\

\

This word is from Greek.
(a noun)
a modifying mark over, after, under, or through an orthographic
or phonetic character indicating a phonetic or semantic value.
While proofreading, Roland found a misplaced diacritic and a
few other errors.
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137. diktat

\

This word is from a word that went from Latin to German.

\

(a noun)
a harsh decision or settlement unilaterally imposed especially on
a defeated or subject people or nation.
The treaty was regarded by the vanquished as a diktat.
138. diplopia

\

This word is from Greek.

\

(a noun)
a disorder of vision in which two images of a single object are
seen, resulting from unequal action of the eye muscles.
Shirley noticed that her medicine had the side effects of dizziness
and diplopia.
139. directorate

\

This word is a combination of a Latin part and a French part.

\
[\

(a noun)

\]

an executive staff in charge of a program, bureau, department or
major subdivision.
A directorate was established to steer the new division of the
company.
140. disarmament

\

This word came from French, which formed it from a Latin
word.

\

(a noun)
the laying aside or depriving of weapons; especially : the
reduction of a military establishment to some minimum set by
some specified authority.
The disarmament of the defeated aggressor nation must be
complete.
141. dissociative

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\
\]

(an adjective)
of, relating to, or tending to produce the separation of an idea or
activity from the main stream of consciousness or of behavior
especially as a mechanism of ego defense.
The character in the soap opera suffered from dissociative
amnesia brought about by the terrible plane crash and couldn’t
remember anything.

142. distaff

\

\

This word is from English.
(an adjective)
of or relating to a woman : female.
The reviewer described the musical Annie as a modernized,
distaff version of Oliver!
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143. dorsiferous

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(an adjective)
carrying the eggs or young upon the back.
As Paul carried Mallory piggyback, he joked that he enjoyed
being a dorsiferous father.
144. dragée

\

This word is from French, which probably took it from a word
that went from Greek to Latin.

\

(a noun)
a sweetmeat in the form of a sugar-coated nut.
Jordan almonds are Melissa’s favorite type of dragée.
145. dubiety

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
the quality or state of being doubtful or skeptical : uncertainty.
There was dubiety in Tom’s voice and a hint of uncertainty in his
eye.

146. durian or
durion

\

This word is from Malay.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
the large oval or globose fruit of a tree of the East Indian islands
having a hard prickly rind, a soft cream-colored pulp, a most
delicious flavor, an offensive odor, and seeds that are roasted and
eaten like chestnuts.
The durian is a delicacy that is well known as an acquired taste,
mostly due to its extremely unpleasant smell.

147. dysplasia

\

This word is made up of two originally Latin parts.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
abnormal growth or development (as of organs, tissues, or cells).
Hip dysplasia is a significant growth concern in many dog
breeds.

148. echinacea

\

This word is from Greek.

\

(a noun)
the dried rhizome and roots of either of two herbs formerly used
in the treatment of ulcers and boils.
Some people take echinacea to prevent colds and flu.
149. echinulate

\

The first part of this word is originally Greek, and the second
part is originally Latin.

\
[\
\]

(an adjective)
set with small spines or prickles.
The fungus that the botanist is studying produces echinulate
spores.
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150. ectothermic

\

Both parts of this word are originally Greek.

\

(an adjective)
deriving heat from without the body : cold-blooded.
Reptiles are ectothermic creatures that rely on sunlight for
warmth.
151. eczematous

\

This word is from Greek.

\
[\

\]

(an adjective)
relating to or having the characteristics of an inflammatory skin
condition characterized by redness, itching, and lesions.
Eczematous skin eruptions may be due to allergies to certain
foods, drugs, or cosmetics.

152. edentulous

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(an adjective)
lacking teeth; especially : having lost teeth previously present.
When Susie skipped into the second grade classroom, she gave
Miss O’Connell an edentulous grin.
153. effete

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

(an adjective)

\]

soft or decadent as a result of overrefinement of living conditions
or laxity of mental or moral discipline.
With our climate control, communication devices, and fast
transportation, we would no doubt be considered effete by our
pioneer ancestors.
154. effleurage

\

This word came from French, which formed it from a Latin
word.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
a light stroking movement used in massage.
Abdominal effleurage is one of many techniques taught during
pregnancy and childbirth classes.
155. egotistical

\

\
[\

\]

The first part of this word is from an originally Latin word, and
the second part contains English combining forms.
(an adjective)
boastful or arrogant : referring unduly to oneself.
Paul wrote an egotistical letter to the editor of the newspaper.

156. eisegesis

\

\

This word is from Greek.
(a noun)
the interpretation of a text (as of the Bible) by reading into it
one’s own ideas.
The biblical scholar noted that eisegesis is often unavoidable
because our lives have a strong impact on how we learn.
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157. Eldorado

\

This word is from Spanish.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
a place of fabulous wealth, abundance or opportunity.
The valley people viewed the mountain kingdom as an Eldorado
and schemed to invade it.

158. elide

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

(a verb)

\]

to suppress or alter (as a vowel or syllable) by the act or an
instance of dropping out or omitting.
In formal writing, words are given their standard spellings
regardless of whether or not a speaker would elide a particular
syllable.
159. elliptocytes

\

This word consists of two Greek parts.

\
[\

\]

(a plural noun)
red blood cells in the shape of an elongated oval.
The presence of elliptocytes in the blood can be the result of a
hereditary disorder.

160. elytra

\

This word is from an originally Greek word that passed into
Latin.

\

(a plural noun)
the thickened outer wings in beetles and some other insects that
protect and cover the posterior wings.
At least 250,000 species of insects have hardened wing covers
called “elytra.”
161. emanation

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(a noun)
a flowing forth.
The air was tainted with the musky emanation from the alligator
holding pen.
162. emolument

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
profit or perquisites from office, employment or labor : salary.
The waitress who left her tips out of the emolument she reported
faces incarceration for tax evasion.
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163. encroachment

\

\
[\

\]

This word is from a word of Scandinavian origin that went
through French to English plus an English combining form.
(a noun)
advancement beyond set limits.
When a football player enters the neutral zone and makes contact
with an opponent before the ball is snapped, the head linesman
will penalize the team for encroachment.

164. endive

\

\
[\

\]

Perhaps of originally Semitic origin, this word passed from Latin
to French before becoming English.
(a noun)
an annual or biennial herb widely cultivated as a salad plant and
occurring in cultivation in two forms distinguished by one having
deeply lobed leaves and the other having curly leaves.
Azia had trouble deciding whether to add blue cheese or feta to
her endive, walnut and pear salad.

165. enmity

\

This word came from French, which formed it from a Latin
word.

\

(a noun)
hostility : animosity.
Sandra had a hard time not displaying the enmity she felt toward
her arch rival at the bocce ball tournament.
166. enthalpy

\

This word is from Greek.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
a thermodynamic quantity that is the sum of the internal energy
of a body and the product of its volume multiplied by the
pressure — called also “heat content.”
To help determine the change in enthalpy, Gruen carefully
specified the physical states of all the reactants and products.

167. epingle

\

This word is from French, which formed it from a Latin word.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
a silk, rayon, or worsted clothing fabric in plain weave
characterized by alternating wide and narrow cross ribs.
Prudence wanted bedroom draperies in a subtly striped epingle.

168. epitasis

\

\

This word is from Greek.
(a noun)
the part of a play developing the main action and leading to the
catastrophe.
In a drama the plot thickens during the epitasis.
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169. ergophobe

\

Both parts of this word are originally Greek.

\

(a noun)
one suffering from fear of or aversion to work.
Willy, a self-proclaimed couch potato, also describes himself as
an ergophobe.
170. escritoire

\

This word came from French, which formed it from a Latin
word.

\

(a noun)
a piece of furniture resembling a bureau and providing a writing
surface or desk area behind a hinged front that drops down.
Jennifer bought an eighteenth-century escritoire at the auction
house.
171. esoteric

\

This word is from Greek.

\
[\

\]

(an adjective)
difficult to understand.
Phil found the article on metaphysics too esoteric.

172. étouffée

\

This word came from French, which formed it from a Latin
word.

\

(a noun)
a Cajun stew of shellfish or chicken served over rice.
While visiting Louisiana, Murray discovered a small café that
served a sublime crawfish étouffée.
173. eustacy

\

Both parts of this word are originally Greek.

\

(a noun)
worldwide change of sea level as contrasted with local
diastrophic uplift or subsidence of the land.
Eustacy is caused in part by tectonic forces as well as by the
melting of glaciers and polar ice caps.
174. eutrophic

\

Both parts of this word are originally Greek.

\
[\

\]

(an adjective)
rich in dissolved nutrients but frequently shallow and with
seasonal oxygen deficiency — used of a lake.
Since the 1970s the use of phosphates in detergents has been
banned in some states because they make lakes eutrophic.

175. eviscerate

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

\]

(a verb)
take out the entrails of : gut.
Chef Bobby Flay and his sous chef will eviscerate a fish after the
commercial break.
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176. execrable

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

(an adjective)

\]

deserving to be declared evil or detestable.
For his execrable cruelty to the victim, the assailant was given
the maximum prison sentence.
177. exigencies

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

\]

(a plural noun)
requirements in a particular situation.
The Supreme Court supported the theory of presidential power to
meet national exigencies.

178. fabula

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(a noun)
a story; usually : a traditional tale : a folktale.
Grandpa entertained the young ones with a fabula about a poor
family that received a visit from a mysterious stranger on
Christmas Eve.
179. factitious

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(an adjective)
produced artificially or by special effort : not natural or
spontaneous.
The mayor’s grin looks especially factitious on the new poster.
180. falbala

\

This word is from a French word.

\

(a noun)
a flounce or trimming for a woman’s garment.
Alice added an organdy falbala to her skirt.
181. fanfaronade

\

\
[\

\]

This word is from an originally Spanish word that passed into
French.
(a noun)
empty boasting : bluster.
Mr. Wilson’s fanfaronade impressed no one.

182. farinograph

\

\

This word is from an originally Latin part and an originally
Greek part.
(a noun)
a recording dough mixer designed to measure qualitatively and
record automatically the dough-forming properties of different
wheats under controlled conditions of temperature.
The food science researcher used a farinograph to investigate
the strengths of different types of flour.
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183. farouche

\

This word came from French, which formed it from a Latin
word.

\

(an adjective)
lacking social graces and experience : marked by shyness and
lack of polish.
As a teenager, Inez was rather farouche, hesitant to make eye
contact with strangers.
184. feracious

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(an adjective)
producing abundantly : prolific.
Sylvia decided to can some of the tomatoes from her
extraordinarily feracious plants.
185. fiacre

\

This word is from a French place name.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
a small hackney coach.
Desmond enjoyed driving tourists around Dublin in a fiacre.

186. fiat

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
official endorsement or sanction : permission.
When the CEO was unavailable, the Senior Vice President had
fiat to act in her stead.

187. filoselle

\

\
[\

\]

This word is from a Latin word that became Italian and then
French.
(a noun)
soft silk thread for embroidery.
Marie used filoselle to embroider designs on her scarf.

188. flebile

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

\]

(an adjective)
tearful : doleful.
The flebile tone of the opera singer’s voice made it obvious that
her character was extremely sad.

189. flocculent

\

\

This word consists of a Latin plus an English combining form.
(an adjective)
of the appearance of wool: woolly.
Unlike the well-defined spiral architecture of a grand design
galaxy, flocculent galaxies are patchy, with discontinuous spiral
arms.
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190. fluviatile

\

This word came from French, which formed it from a Latin
word.

\

(an adjective)
belonging to, existing in or about, or produced by the action of
streams or rivers.
The delta was formed from fluviatile sediment.
191. foliation

\

The first part of this word is from an originally Latin word, and
the second part is an English combining form.

\

(a noun)
an ornament or decoration resembling a leaf.
The wrought-iron foliation made the tall lamppost look like
Jack’s beanstalk.
192. foramen

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
a small opening, perforation or orifice.
Blood vessels enter the root canal of a tooth through a foramen.

193. fortissimo

\

\

This word came from Italian, which formed it from a Latin word.
(an adjective)
very loud — used as a direction in music.
When playing the fortissimo passage of her lesson, Suzanne
banged so loudly on the piano that the neighbor’s dog began to
bark.

194. frigorific

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(an adjective)
causing cold : cooling.
Michael was curious about how the antique frigorific device for
wine bottles could work without electricity.
195. frijolillo

\

\

This word is from American Spanish, which formed it from a
Spanish word.
(a noun)
any of several leguminous herbs or trees.
Ricardo photographed the flowers of the frijolillo for his book on
native Texas plants.

196. frisson

\

\

This word came from French, which formed it from a Latin
word.
(a noun)
a shudder, quiver or chill; especially : a pleasurable sensation of
fright or gloom : a thrill.
Amy suddenly awakened from a nightmare and felt a frisson of
terror.
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197. fronton

\

This word is from a Latin word that became Italian and then
French.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
a court or building for the game of jai alai.
The fronton looked bigger on television than in actuality.
198. fructescence

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
the period of maturing of fruit.
Bananas are often sold when green, but their fructescence
occurs relatively rapidly.

199. frugivore

\

This word consists of two Latin elements.

\

(a noun)
one that feeds on fruit.
As she peeled a banana, the zookeeper explained to the group
that the monkey was a frugivore.
200. frumentaceous

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(an adjective)
made of or resembling wheat or other grain.
The seeds of many frumentaceous plants such as corn and oats
can be ground into meal.
201. fruticetum

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(a noun)
a collection of shrubs grown for ornament or study (as in a
botanical garden).
The botanical garden’s famous stinking corpse flower is located
adjacent to the fruticetum.
202. Fulbright

\

This word is from an American name.

\

(a noun)
a grant awarded that makes United States surplus property in
foreign countries available to finance lectures or research abroad
by American students and professors.
Both American and international students are eligible to receive
a Fulbright.
203. fulgurant

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

\]

(an adjective)
flashing like lightning : dazzling.
Emily’s fulgurant diamond brooch attracted many eyes at the
dinner party.
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204. funicular

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
a cable railway ascending a mountain; especially : one having the
weight of an ascending car partly or wholly counterbalanced by
the weight of a descending car.
Although Nadia was a daring skier, she always clamped her eyes
tightly shut during the long ride up to the summit in the
funicular.

205. furfuraceous

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

\]

(an adjective)
consisting of or covered with flaky particles : scaly : scurfy.
The dermatologist recommended a dandruff-removing shampoo
to treat Linda’s furfuraceous scalp.

206. furuncle

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(a noun)
a localized inflammatory swelling of the skin and underlying
tissues that discharges a central core of dead tissue — called also
“boil.”
A painful furuncle developed inside Amy’s elbow.
207. gadfly

\

This word consists of a part that went from Old Norse to English
plus an originally English part.

\

(a noun)
one that stimulates or provokes to activity and especially to the
analysis and defense of ideas by persistent criticism especially of
an irritating pointed kind.
The columnist was a gadfly that never stopped questioning and
criticizing governmental actions.
208. galapago

\

This word is from Spanish.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
one of the very large land tortoises of an island group west of
Ecuador in the Pacific.
The giant galapago at the San Diego Zoo weighed around 500
pounds.

209. galligaskins

\

\
[\

\]

This word is probably a modification of an originally Latin word
that passed from Spanish to French.
(a plural noun)
very loose trousers.
The galligaskins that were popular 500 years ago seem to
continue to cycle back into fashion.
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210. gallinule

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

(a noun)

\]

any of several aquatic birds that resemble a small domestic hen
in general proportions and carriage — called also “marsh hen,”
“swamphen,” “water hen.”
Mitch found an injured gallinule in the rushes near Pearson’s
dock.
211. gamboge

\

\
[\

\]

This word is from a Southeast Asian geographical name that
passed into Latin.
(a noun)
an orange to brown gum resin that becomes bright yellow when
powdered, is obtained from various southeast Asian trees, and is
used by artists as a yellow pigment and in medicine as a
cathartic.
Gamboge is used to dye the robes of Buddhist monks.

212. gaminerie

\

This word is from French.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
impudent, roguish or wisecracking spirit.
The popular television talk show depended more on gaminerie
than on specific political insights.

213. gangrenous

\

\

This word is from an originally Greek word that passed into
Latin and then French.
(an adjective)
affected by, characterized by, or likened to the local death of soft
tissues due to loss of blood supply.
The soldier’s untreated wound became gangrenous.

214. gardebras

\

\

This word is from a word made up of a Germanic part that
passed into French plus a Latin part that passed into French.
(a noun)
a piece of armor to protect the arm.
The squire adjusted Sir John Fenwick of Wallington’s gardebras
as the knight prepared for battle.

215. gardez

\

\

This word is from an originally Germanic word that became
French before becoming English.
(a verb)
— used to warn a chess opponent that his or her queen is in
danger of immediate capture.
Ruby wrote a chess program in which the command “Gardez”
flashed on the screen at the appropriate moment.
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216. gastronome

\

This word is from Greek-derived French.

\

(a noun)
an enthusiast over and expert judge of excellence in food and
drink.
The gastronome winced when he saw the diner put ketchup on
her filet mignon.
217. geelhout

\

This word is from Afrikaans.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
any of several southern African trees whose wood is sometimes
used for interior work.
Noel’s table was made from the yellowish wood of the geelhout.

218. gegenschein

\

This word is from an originally German word.

\

(a noun)
a faint elliptical nebulous light about 20 degrees across on the
ecliptic and opposite the Sun — called also “counterglow.”
The gegenschein is lost in the light of the Milky Way in the
summer and winter months.
219. gelignite

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(a noun)
a gelatin dynamite in which the adsorbent base is largely
potassium nitrate or a similar nitrate usually with some wood
pulp.
Gelignite was used to blast a passage through the rocks for a
roadway.
220. gelilah

\

This word comes to English from Hebrew.

\

(a noun)
the rolling up of the scroll of the law preparatory to wrapping it
in its vestments after reading from it in the synagogue.
Whether an elder or a young boy performs the gelilah depends
on the specific practice of different branches of Judaism.
221. geniculate

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

\]

(an adjective)
bent abruptly at an angle like a bent knee.
On close examination Rachel could see that the insect’s antennae
were geniculate.

222. gerenuk

\

This word is from Somali.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
a long-necked antelope native to eastern Africa.
The film showed a gerenuk gracefully rising on its hind legs to
reach the leaves it feeds on.
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223. Gesamtkunstwerk

\

This word is made up of German elements.

\

(a noun)
an art work produced by a synthesis of various art forms (as
music and drama).
Frank Lloyd Wright employed the concept of Gesamtkunstwerk
by designing not only the structure of a building but the
accompanying accessories, furniture and landscape to produce a
cohesive piece of architectural art.
224. glossopetrae

\

This word was formed in Latin from Greek elements.

\
[\

(a plural noun)

\]

any of certain isolated fossil shark teeth.
According to Renaissance accounts, glossopetrae were believed
to be petrified dragon or snake tongues.
225. glyceraldehyde

\

This word is from a part that went from Greek to French plus a
part that went from Arabic through Spanish to Latin plus a part
that went from Greek to Latin.

\

(a noun)
a sweet crystalline compound that is formed in carbohydrate
metabolism by the breakdown of sugars.
Glyceraldehyde is but one of many compounds involved in
cellular metabolism.
226. gnostic

\

This word is from Greek.

\

(an adjective)
of or relating to knowledge or cognition : intellectual.
Georgina’s teacher said that her gnostic abilities were far
greater than her grades indicated.
227. golem

\

This word is from a word that went from Hebrew to Yiddish.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
an artificial figure constructed to represent a human being and
endowed with life.
Some people believe that Mary Shelley based her story of
Frankenstein on the ancient Jewish tradition of the golem.

228. gongorism

\

This word is from a Spanish name.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
an excessively involved, ornate and artificial style of writing.
In his later years the poet lapsed into gongorism.
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229. gracilis

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(a noun)
the most superficial muscle of the inside of the thigh.
At the bodybuilding contest, the judges were so critical that they
insisted on seeing if every muscle, including the gracilis, was
developed.
230. griffonage

\

This word is from a French word.

\

(a noun)
careless handwriting : a crude or illegible scrawl.
The pharmacist assured us that what looked like griffonage was
simply a string of Latin abbreviations.
231. guayabi

\

This word is from an originally Guarani word that passed into
Spanish.

\

(a noun)
a large South American timber tree that is used especially for
parts or articles (as tool handles and oars) subject to rough usage
and recurrent strain.
The wood of the guayabi has been used to make ox yokes and ax
handles.
232. guenon

\

This word is from a French word.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
any of various long-tailed chiefly arboreal African monkeys,
such as the green monkey and grivet.
The guenon is a favorite zoo monkey because of its bright
markings, good nature, and its habit of grimacing at observers.

233. haberdasher

\

\

This word is from an Anglo-French word.
(a noun)
a dealer in men’s furnishings, such as shirts, ties and hats.
Another upscale haberdasher has opened a shop on Brighton
Street.

234. habiliments

\

\

This word is from a French word.
(a plural noun)
clothing suited to or characteristic of a calling, occupation, or
occasion.
Burt dressed for the rodeo in the habiliments of a cowboy.
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235. hadron

\

This word was formed in International Scientific Vocabulary
from two originally Greek parts.

\

(a noun)
any of the subatomic particles that are made up of quarks and are
subject to the strong force.
Protons and neutrons, made up of three quarks, are well-known
examples of a hadron.
236. haka

\

This word is from Maori.

\

(a noun)
a Maori posture dance accompanied by rhythmic chanting.
Team New Zealand has started a tradition of performing a haka
on roller skates before bouts at the Roller Derby World Cup.
237. hallucinatory

\

\
[\

\]

The first part of this word is from an originally Latin word, and
the second part is an English combining form.
(an adjective)
not objectively perceived : imagined : unreal.
The flash of lightning produced a hallucinatory figure at the
patio door.

238. hallux

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(a noun)
a big toe.
When Eric broke his hallux, he had to wear a cast for weeks.
239. hamadryad

\

\
[\

\]

This word is from an originally Greek word that passed into
Latin.
(a noun)
a nymph of trees and woods; especially : a nymph whose life
begins and ends with that of a particular tree.
Darcy sat on a bench in the arboretum and imagined she was a
hamadryad.

240. hanuman

\

This word is from a word that went from Sanskrit to Hindi.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
a common Indian monkey protected in its homeland as a protégé
of a monkey god.
The hanuman is generally considered sacred in India and is
allowed to roam at will through villages and temples.

241. haptic

\

\

This word is from Greek.
(an adjective)
relating to or based on the sense of touch.
The human body’s haptic sensor is the skin.
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242. hariolation

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(a noun)
the act or process of deduction : guesswork.
Sports handicappers often use hariolation to predict which of
two evenly matched teams will win.
243. Harlequin

\

\
[\

\]

This word is an alteration of a word that went from English
through French and Italian and back into French.
(a noun)
a stock character in comedy and pantomime who appears
variously as a clown and a magician and usually wears a mask
and variegated tights and carries a wooden sword.
The children especially enjoyed the buffoonish antics of the
Harlequin.

244. hastilude

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(a noun)
a medieval joust : spear play.
The royal hastilude was an event of great pomp and splendor.
245. haute couture

\

This word is from French.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
fashions created by the leading dressmaking establishments for
the creation of exclusive and often trend-setting fashions for
women.
Bena loved to flip through the pages upon pages of haute
couture in the fashion magazine, even though she knew she’d
never be able to afford any of the clothes.

246. heleoplankton

\

\

This word is from Greek.
(a noun)
passively floating or weakly swimming animal and plant life
typically found in small bodies of still fresh water.
Dozens of species gathered at the south end of the lake to feed on
heleoplankton.

247. heliophilous

\

\

This word is from Greek.
(an adjective)
attracted by or adapted to sunlight.
Sonya made sure that her heliophilous plants were placed close
to the windows.
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248. Hemingwayesque

\

The first part of this word comes from an American name and the
second part is of Germanic origin and went from Italian to
French.

\

(an adjective)
of, relating to, or suggestive of Ernest Hemingway or his
writings.
The book review described the new author’s sparse prose as
“Hemingwayesque.”
249. heparinize

\

This word consists of an originally Greek element, an element
from International Scientific Vocabulary and an English
combining form.

\

(a verb)
treat with an ester found in liver, lung, and other tissues that
prolongs the clotting time of blood by preventing the formation
of fibrin and that is used in vascular surgery and in treatment of
postoperative thrombosis and embolism.
The doctor’s assistants will heparinize the patient before the
transfusion.
250. heterochromia

\

Both parts of this word are originally Greek.

\

(a noun)
a difference in coloration in two anatomical structures or two
parts of the same structure which are normally alike in color.
The starlet was nearly as well known for the striking
heterochromia of her irises as she was for her acting.
251. hiatus

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(a noun)
an interruption or lapse in or as if in time or continuity.
Abbie’s favorite TV program will be going on an eight-week
hiatus before the next season.
252. hidradenitis

\

\
[\

\]

This word is made up of originally Greek elements that passed
through Latin before coming into English.
(a noun)
inflammation of a sweat gland.
Hidradenitis is a chronic condition and is usually treated with
antibiotics.

253. hieromonk

\

\
[\

\]

This word consists of a Greek part plus a part that went from
Greek to Latin.
(a noun)
a monk of the Eastern Church who is also a priest.
The young hieromonk presided at the service, even though
several senior members of the clergy were present.
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254. hippocampus

\

This word is from Greek.

\

(a noun)
a curved elongated ridge extending over the lateral ventricles of
the brain.
Injury to the hippocampus often results in impairment of
emotional responses.
255. homiletic

\

This word went from Greek to Latin.

\

(an adjective)
resembling a sermon.
The student body president gave a homiletic speech on the
virtues of recycling.
256. humanoid

\

This word consists of two originally Latin parts.

\

(an adjective)
having human characteristics.
The science fiction story described a humanoid robot that was
developing sentience.
257. hyoscyamine

\

This word was formed in German from Greek-derived elements.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
a poisonous crystalline alkaloid that is more active than atropine
and is used similarly (as in sedation and in relieving spasms).
Hyoscyamine is used to treat a variety of stomach and intestinal
problems by relaxing the muscles of many organs.

258. hyperpyrexia

\

\

Both parts of this word are originally Greek.
(a noun)
exceptionally high fever either in comparison to the fever usually
accompanying a particular disease or absolutely (as in heat
stroke).
Hyperpyrexia can affect the central nervous system and may
cause anxiety, confusion and severe delirium.

259. hypotrichosis

\

\

This word is from Greek.
(a noun)
congenital deficiency of hair.
Hereditary hypotrichosis is manifested by a complete absence of
scalp hair and sparse eyebrows and eyelashes.
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260. hypsometry

\

This word is made up of an originally Greek part plus a part that
went from Greek to Latin to French to English.

\

(a noun)
the science of measuring heights (as with reference to sea level).
Because water boils at different temperatures at different
altitudes, hypsometry utilizes an instrument which estimates the
elevation by boiling water.
261. ibex

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(a noun)
one of several wild goats living chiefly in high mountain areas
and having large recurved horns.
While on a ski trip in the Swiss Alps, Pierre spotted an ibex.
262. ideoplastic

\

This word came to English from French, which formed it from
originally Greek parts.

\
[\

\]

(an adjective)
modified by mental activity.
Dr. Santos offered the opinion that Sonia’s stress at work might
be an ideoplastic factor impacting her appetite.
263. idiopathy

\

This word is from a Greek word.

\

(a noun)
an anomaly or disease arising spontaneously or from an obscure
or unknown cause.
Cynthia’s doctor consulted with other physicians to ascertain the
cause of her idiopathy.
264. ikebana

\

This word is from Japanese.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
the Japanese art of flower arranging that emphasizes form and
balance.
Michiko is trained in ikebana, and her arrangements are
displayed in many restaurants throughout the city.

265. illative

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

\]

(an adjective)
of or relating to inference : marked by the use of or by ability in
drawing an inference.
The detective made an illative assumption when she saw the
unlocked window.
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266. imbricate

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

(an adjective)

\]

lying lapped over each other in regular order in the manner of
tiles or shingles on a roof.
Fiona watched as the florist deftly folded the imbricate petals of
the lotus blossom.
267. immemorial

\

This word came from French, which formed it from a Latin
word.

\

(an adjective)
not within the reach of memory, record or tradition : indefinitely
ancient.
Daring teenagers have been climbing Devil’s Rock since time
immemorial.
268. impervious

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(an adjective)
not allowing entrance or passage through : impenetrable.
Ted covered the woodpile with a tarp impervious to water.
269. imprecation

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
a curse : a malediction.
Jerod did not realize that the microphone was on when he
uttered an imprecation under his breath.

270. impresario

\

This word is from Italian.

\
[\

(a noun)

\]

the manager or conductor of an opera or concert company.
The impresario arranged for the opera company to perform in
several cities.
271. incontrovertible

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

\]

(an adjective)
not open to question : indisputable, certain.
The jury unanimously felt that the evidence in the case was
incontrovertible and beyond a shadow of a doubt.

272. indemnify

\

\

This word is from Latin.
(a verb)
secure or protect against hurt or loss or damage.
The lease contained a clause that would indemnify the tenant
against water damage claims.
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273. inductee

\

\
[\

\]

This word consists of a Latin part plus an English combining
form.
(a noun)
a person brought up for admittance as a member especially into
one of the armed forces or one who is to be or has been so
admitted.
Cincinnati Reds shortstop Barry Larkin is a recent inductee in
the National Baseball Hall of Fame.

274. infrared

\

This word consists of a Latin part plus an English part.

\
[\

\]

(an adjective)
lying outside the visible spectrum at its red end.
The sun’s infrared radiation is responsible for the warmth felt in
direct sunlight.

275. interferon

\

This word consists of two originally Latin parts plus a part that is
originally from Greek.

\

(a noun)
any of a group of glycoproteins that include some used medically
as antiviral agents or to inhibit the growth of malignant cells.
Interferon beta 1-alpha is used to treat multiple sclerosis.
276. interstice

\

This word went from Latin to French.

\

(a noun)
a space that intervenes between one thing and another : a space
between things closely set.
The tightly woven cloth looked solid, but a sharp needle easily
found an interstice to slip through.
277. intonaco

\

This word came from Italian, which formed it from a Latin word.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
the finishing coat of fine plaster in fresco painting.
Smoke damaged the intonaco of the chapel’s frescoes.

278. intussusception

\

\

This word is from Latin.
(a noun)
the deposition of new particles of formative material among
those already embodied in a tissue or structure (as in the growth
of living organisms).
Srini is experimenting with ceramic implants that will allow the
intussusception of bone.
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279. isagoge

\

This word is from an originally Greek word that passed into
Latin.

\

(a noun)
a scholarly introduction to a branch of study or research.
The philosophy student found Porphyry’s isagoge on Aristotle’s
logic very helpful.
280. iscariotic

\

The first part of this word is from a biblical name, and the second
part is an English combining form.

\
[\

\]

(an adjective)
of, relating to, or having the characteristics of Judas Iscariot;
specifically : treacherous.
When Brad’s longtime friend betrayed him, Brad denounced him
as “an iscariotic snake in the grass.”
281. isentropic

\

This word is from Greek.

\
[\

\]

(an adjective)
taking place without change of the amount of energy in a system
not available for doing work.
If steam could be expanded in a turbine with no friction or other
losses, expansion would be isentropic.

282. isotope

\

This word is from a part that went from Greek to Latin combined
with a part from Greek.

\

(a noun)
one of two or more species of atoms of the same chemical
element that have the same atomic number and occupy the same
position in the periodic table and that are nearly identical in
chemical behavior but differ in atomic mass.
Deuterium and tritium, which differ only in number of neutrons,
are each an isotope of hydrogen.
283. jacaranda

\

\
[\

\]

This word is from an originally Tupi word that passed into
Portuguese.
(a noun)
any of several Brazilian timber trees with heavy dark wood that
resembles rosewood.
José looked forward to the spectacular blooming display of the
jacaranda he planted in his yard.

284. Jacksonian

\

\

This word is from an American name.
(an adjective)
relating to a body of political ideas commonly associated with
the seventh U.S. President and championing the right of the
common people to participate in politics and opposing the
aristocratic principle of government.
Jacksonian democracy extended the right to vote to all free
white males, rather than only those who owned property.
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285. jocund

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

(an adjective)

\]

feeling or exhibiting mirth or good cheer : cheerful.
The jocund host made everyone feel completely at ease.
286. jodhpurs

\

This word is from an Indian geographical name.

\
[\

\]

(a plural noun)
pants for horseback riding cut full through the hips, closely
fitting from knee to ankle, and usually having a strap under the
foot.
The hunt club had its own style of jodhpurs.

287. Jonah

\

This word is from a biblical name.

\

(a noun)
one who is believed to bring bad luck or misfortune.
Although Robert hesitated to call his sister a “Jonah,” the trip
he took with her was marked by many small disasters.
288. jubilation

\

\

This word is from Latin.
(a noun)
an expression of joy or exultation.
After the country’s World Cup victory, there was jubilation in
the streets of the largest cities and the smallest villages.

289. Judaica

\

This word is from an originally Greek word that passed into
Latin.

\

(a plural noun)
things Jewish.
Rebecca opened a shop devoted entirely to Judaica.
290. jussive

\

The first part of this word is from an originally Latin word, and
the second part is an English combining form.

\

(an adjective)
expressing or having the effect of a command.
There was a jussive tone to Mr. Contreras’s request, and the
boys obeyed him immediately.
291. juvenilia

\

\

This word is from Latin.
(a plural noun)
artistic or literary compositions produced in the author’s youth
and typically marked by immaturity of style, treatment or
thought.
The artist’s juvenilia showed that he had been developing the
same themes throughout his career.
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292. katana

\

This word is from Japanese.

\

(a noun)
a single-edged sword that is the longer of a pair worn by the
Japanese samurai.
Hiroko proudly showed the guests her great-grandfather’s
katana, which was hanging on the wall.
293. kente

\

This word is from Twi.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
a cloth made especially in Ghana and usually consisting of
narrow strips sewn together in geometric patterns.
Eugenia purchased some bright and beautiful kente to have sewn
into a new dress.

294. kinara

\

This word is from Swahili.

\

(a noun)
a candelabrum with seven candlesticks used in celebrating
Kwanzaa.
Tera looked forward to lighting the central black candle in the
kinara on the first day of Kwanzaa.
295. kirsebaer

\

This word is from Danish.

\

(a noun)
a Danish cherry liqueur.
Lea’s grandfather always enjoyed a small glass of kirsebaer on
Christmas Eve.
296. knawel

\

This word is from an originally German word.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
a low spreading Old World annual weed with inconspicuous
greenish flowers that is now widely distributed in North
America.
Kerry used a special-formula weed killer to get rid of the knawel
growing along her fence.

297. koh-i-noor

\

\

This word is from Persian.
(a noun)
something that is or is felt to be the best of its kind; especially : a
usually large and valuable diamond.
The queen’s crown was made of gold with a koh-i-noor of a
diamond in the center.

298. kokopu

\

\

This word is from Maori.
(a noun)
any of various New Zealand fishes that resemble the trout.
A small kokopu is considered a delicacy by New Zealanders.
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299. Korat

\

This word is from a Thai geographic name.

\

(a noun)
any of a breed of short-haired domestic cats that originated in
Thailand and are characterized by a heart-shaped face, a silverblue coat, and green eyes.
The Korat is a symbol of prosperity and good luck in Thailand.
300. kvetch

\

\
[\

\]

Originally German, this word became Yiddish before being
adopted by English.
(a verb)
complain habitually : gripe.
Jasmine’s grandparents kvetch about their neighbor’s dog so
often that she wonders if they enjoy the opportunity to do so.

301. labret

\

This word consists of a Latin part plus an English part.

\

(a noun)
an ornament (as of wood, shell, or stone) worn by some primitive
peoples in a perforation of the lip.
In some cultures the tooth closest to a labret was extracted to
reduce friction on the gums.
302. laconism

\

This word came to English from French, which formed it from a
Greek word.

\

(a noun)
brevity or terseness of expression.
Cameron is intimidated by her supervisor’s laconism, but
suspects he secretly has a soft heart under his stern exterior.
303. lacrosse

\

This word is from a French word.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
a game that is played on a turfed field by two teams of ten
players, each of whom uses a long-handled stick with which the
ball is caught, carried, and thrown, the object being to throw the
ball into the opponents’ goal.
Curious about lacrosse, Pamela signed up for a college
intramural team.

304. lacustrine

\

\

This word is from a part that probably went from Latin to French
or Italian plus an English combining form.
(an adjective)
growing or living in lakes.
The Cornell labs measured the pollution levels in lacustrine
fishes.
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305. lamina

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(a noun)
the blade or expanded part of a leaf.
Most photosynthesis occurs in the top side of the lamina of a
leaf.
306. lasya

\

This word is from Sanskrit.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
the lyric and feminine dance type of India.
Lasya, which honors the goddess Parvathi, expresses joy and is
performed with great attention to grace and beauty.

307. lathyrism

\

This word is from Greek.

\

(a noun)
poisoning produced by the use as food of the seeds of certain
plants of the genus Lathyrus and characterized by spastic
paralysis of the legs.
Lathyrism is an irreversible neurotoxic disease caused by
overconsumption of certain types of legumes.
308. lauhala

\

This word is from Hawaiian.

\

(a noun)
a Polynesian mat woven of dried leaves from a tropical tree.
Sylvia bought a lauhala from a local Hawaiian merchant.
309. leberwurst

\

This word is from an originally German word.

\

(a noun)
a sausage consisting of cooked ground liver and lean pork
trimmings seasoned with condiments and herbs and stuffed into
casings and boiled or smoked.
The Bavarian sausage shop in Madison is known far and wide
for its goose leberwurst.
310. lekvar

\

This word is from Hungarian.

\

(a noun)
a prune butter used as a pastry filling.
Eva made a delicious dessert of pierogies filled with cream
cheese and lekvar.
311. leporine

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

\]

(an adjective)
of, relating to, or resembling a hare.
Tommy insisted that there was a giant leporine creature hiding
in the basement, waiting to eat all the vegetables in the root
cellar.
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312. levitate

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(a verb)
to rise or float in the air, especially in seeming defiance of
gravitation like an object at a séance.
Colin’s favorite part of the haunted house ride is the room where
all the pieces of furniture levitate.
313. lexis

\

This word is from Greek.

\

(a noun)
vocabulary, word-stock.
Because the English language is constantly evolving, dictionaries
must be updated to include new lexis.
314. liana

\

This word went from Latin to French.

\
[\

(a noun)

\]

a climbing plant that roots in the ground with woody varieties
being characteristic of tropical rain forests and herbaceous
varieties of temperate regions.
Ryanne was intrigued to learn that her clematis plant was
considered a liana.
315. libertine

\

This word went from Latin to English.

\
[\

(a noun)

\]

one that is markedly unrestrained especially by convention or
morality.
The speaker told tales of his youth as a libertine as the
foundation for the story of his personal moral make-over.
316. litotes

\

This word is from Greek.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
understatement in which an affirmative is expressed by a
negative of the contrary (as in “He’s not a bad ballplayer”).
Rupert loves to use the litotes “not bad” to convey high praise.

317. lixiviate

\

\

This word is from Latin.
(a verb)
extract a soluble compound from (a solid mixture) by washing or
percolation : leach.
In some uranium mines, carbonated groundwater will lixiviate
uranium from ore-bearing sandstone.
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318. loess or
löss

\

This word is from German.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
an unstratified deposit of soil that ranges to clay at the one
extreme and to fine sand at the other, is usually of a buff or
yellowish brown color, and is now generally believed to be
chiefly deposited by the wind.
Under the right conditions, loess can become very fertile soil.

319. lokelani

\

This word is from Hawaiian.

\

(a noun)
a small fragrant pink or red rose common in Hawaii.
Luana planted a pink lokelani in a sunny location in her new
garden.
320. longanimous

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(an adjective)
able to bear injuries patiently : forbearing.
Monica marveled at Elliott’s ability to remain longanimous even
when his bus was stuck in the Lincoln Tunnel at rush hour.
321. longeron

\

This word is from a French word.

\

(a noun)
a fore-and-aft member of the framing of an airplane fuselage that
is usually continuous across a number of points of support.
Lars inspected the longeron of his old Cessna for any signs of
stress.
322. longiloquence

\

This word consists of two Latin elements.

\

(a noun)
the quality of being tediously long in speaking or writing.
What the speaker lacked in artful discourse he more than made
up for in longiloquence.
323. Lorelei

\

This word is from a German name.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
a woman who sings with bewitching sweetness.
The dinner club entertainer sang ballads like a Lorelei,
enchanting the audience with the purity of her voice.

324. lyddite

\

\

This word is from an English geographical name.
(a noun)
a high explosive composed chiefly of picric acid.
In the Anglo-Boer War, the British used lyddite to fill shells, but
TNT later proved more effective.
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325. lyonnaise

\

This word is from a French geographical name.

\

(an adjective)
prepared or seasoned with onions and sometimes parsley.
Ricardo ordered lyonnaise potatoes as an elegant alternative to
french fries.
326. macfarlane

\

This word is probably from a proper name.

\

(a noun)
a heavy caped overcoat with slit sides.
Inez found she could move more easily in a macfarlane than in a
standard women’s overcoat.
327. maître d’

\

This word is from French.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
the head of the dining-room staff of a restaurant or hotel.
The maître d’ met the VIP guests at the door and personally
escorted them to their private table.

328. malapropos

\

\

This word came from French, which formed it from a Latin
word.
(an adjective)
not fit or proper : unsuitable.
The teacher warned that malapropos wisecracks are not
welcome during class.

329. malmignatte

\

\

This word is from a Latin-derived Italian element plus an Italian
element.
(a noun)
a small black venomous spider of southern Europe having 13
small red spots on the abdomen.
Although the tarantula’s bite is painful, it is the bite of the
malmignatte that is deadly.

330. mamaloi

\

\

This word came to English from Haitian creole.
(a noun)
a voodoo priestess especially of Haiti.
The antagonist of the children’s cartoon was a clever mamaloi
with a high-pitched cackle.
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331. mamushi

\

This word is from Japanese.

\

(a noun)
a small venomous pit viper that is marked with dark brown
blotches on a pale gray ground, is widely distributed in the
Japanese islands, and is represented by identical or closely
related forms on the adjacent Asiatic mainland.
The mamushi can live in a wide range of habitats and is
considered one of the most venomous snakes in Japan.
332. Mandarin

\

Originally Sanskrit, this word passed from Malay to Portuguese.

\

(a noun)
the chief dialect of China that is spoken in about four fifths of the
country and has a southern variety, a western variety, and a
northern now standard variety centering about Beijing.
Kevin studied Mandarin for years before finally traveling to
China.
333. mappemonde

\

This word was formed in French from Latin parts before coming
to English.

\

(a noun)
a medieval map of the world.
At the museum, Marcus was fascinated by a mappemonde
showing the two hemispheres of the world as two separate
circles.
334. marinera

\

This word is from Spanish.

\

(a noun)
a Peruvian couple dance that mimics courtship and involves the
use of handkerchiefs as props.
Along with the Peruvian Waltz, the marinera is one of the
national dances of Peru.
335. mascarpone

\

\

This word is from Italian.
(a noun)
an Italian cream cheese.
Luca likes to use mascarpone when making cheesecake.

336. melanoma

\

\

This word is from an originally Greek word that passed into
Latin.
(a noun)
a malignant skin tumor that starts as a black mole and
metastasizes rapidly.
People who have black moles are encouraged to check them
regularly for signs of a melanoma.
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337. memoriter

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

\]

(an adverb)
by or from the power or process of reproducing or recalling what
has been learned and retained : by heart.
Much to her surprise, Chanda was able to recite the soliloquy
that she had learned memoriter some 20 years ago.

338. mendelevium

\

\
[\

\]

This word is from a Dutch name plus an English combining
form.
(a noun)
a radioactive element that is artificially produced (as by
bombardment of einsteinium with high-energy alpha particles).
Because mendelevium can be obtained only by nuclear reactions
with accelerated ions, it cannot be produced in weighable
quantities.

339. mesomorph

\

This word is from Greek.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
an intermediate or average type of human body.
Students classified the mummy as a mesomorph.

340. metabolize

\

This word is from Greek.

\

(a verb)
subject (as a chemical substance) to the processes by which a
particular substance is handled in the living body.
Tooth decay results from the lactic acid produced when bacteria
metabolize sugar.
341. metropolitan

\

This word is from Greek.

\

(an adjective)
of, relating to, or characteristic of an important city.
One advantage of living in a metropolitan area is the abundance
of cultural offerings.
342. mezzotinto

\

This word is from Italian.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
a manner of engraving on copper or steel by working on a
surface previously roughened and removing the roughness in
places by burnishing to produce the requisite light and shade.
Mezzotinto, a printmaking method, was invented by the German
amateur artist Ludwig von Siegen in the 1640s.
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343. microfiche

\

\

This word is from a French word.
(a noun)
a sheet of film containing several rows of photographic records
on a reduced scale that are enlarged for reading or viewing.
The university library is in the process of converting all of its
microfiche archives to a digital format.

344. millet

\

This word went from Latin-derived French to English.

\

(a noun)
a grass extensively cultivated in Europe and Asia for its grain
which is used both as part of the human diet for man and as a
food for birds and sometimes grown for hay.
Risa placed a sprig of millet in the cage for her bird to snack
from.
345. mimotype

\

Both parts of this word went from Greek to Latin before entering
English.

\

(a noun)
a plant or animal resembling in many respects another from
which it is systematically distinct and geographically isolated.
The zookeeper explained that the South American bird was a
mimotype of a European bird.
346. minniebush

\

\

This word is from an irregular form of a Scottish name plus an
English word.
(a noun)
a low shrub of eastern North America with greenish purple
flowers.
At the Wild Plant Sanctuary the class observed a flowering
minniebush, which is related to the mountain laurel.

347. miscellanea

\

\

This word is from Latin.
(a plural noun)
a collection of assorted objects.
Among the miscellanea on Ernie’s bookshelf were five textbooks
on world history and a complete set of the works of Shakespeare.

348. missive

\

\

Originally Latin, this word went through French before
becoming English.
(a noun)
a written communication; often : a formal or official letter.
The soldier’s mother was relieved that the missive did not
contain tragic news.
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349. monody

\

This word went from Greek to Latin.

\

(a noun)
the style of musical composition in which only one voice part
carries a melody; specifically : the solo style of the earliest
operas and oratorios.
The term “monody” may be used to describe either the style of
music or individual songs in that style.
350. mortuary

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(an adjective)
of or relating to the burial of the dead.
Professor Habib is an expert in ancient mortuary rituals.
351. mucedinous

\

This word is from Latin elements and an English combining
form.

\

(an adjective)
having the nature of or resembling mold or mildew.
Tomatoes with mucedinous spots were tossed into the compost
heap.
352. mutagenicity

\

This word consists of an originally Latin part plus an originally
Greek part plus a combining form.

\

(a noun)
the capacity to induce mutations.
The newly developed artificial sweetener was studied for
evidence of mutagenicity.
353. myology

\

This word is from Greek.

\

(a noun)
a scientific study of muscles.
The pediatrician recommended that Ron’s baby brother, who has
trouble swallowing, be taken to a specialist in orofacial myology.
354. myrmidon

\

This word is from Greek.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
a follower or subordinate who unquestioningly or pitilessly
executes orders : a hireling.
Although the mayor always speaks civilly to everyone, his
myrmidon can be ruthless in criticizing opponents.
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355. myrtle

\

Probably originally of Semitic origin, this word went from Greek
to Latin to French to English.

\

(a noun)
a European shrub with evergreen leaves and solitary white or
rosy flowers followed by black berries.
The myrtle, which is native to the Mediterranean region, can
grow up to 16 feet tall.
356. myxomatosis

\

\

This word is from Greek.
(a noun)
a severe virus disease of rabbits that is marked by fever and
subcutaneous tumors, is transmitted by mosquitoes, and has been
used in biological control of rabbits in plague areas.
The warren of rabbits was decimated by an outbreak of
myxomatosis.

357. nainsook

\

This word is from elements that went from Sanskrit to Hindi.

\

(a noun)
a soft lightweight cotton fabric in plain weave and various
finishes that is used especially for clothing and curtains.
Janet’s new summer blouse is made of nainsook.
358. narcohypnia

\

\

This word is made up of Greek parts that went into Latin.
(a noun)
numbness felt on awaking from sleep.
Cathy decided to consult a neurologist to find out the cause of
the narcohypnia she has been experiencing.

359. naricorn

\

\

This word is from Latin.
(a noun)
the hornlike covering protecting the nostrils of albatrosses and
some other birds.
The naricorn is an irregularly convoluted little scroll, very thin
and delicate in texture.

360. nasute

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(an adjective)
having a well-developed conspicuously long snout.
The anteater is one of the more familiar nasute animals.
361. naupathia

\

\

This word is from Greek.
(a noun)
motion sickness experienced on the water : seasickness.
Several spells of naupathia made Joni’s cruise an experience she
hopes never to repeat.
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362. navicella

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(a noun)
an ornamental object shaped like a ship.
In the Victorian hat museum one mannequin was topped with a
navicella made of wood, velvet, and tulle.
363. necropolis

\

This word is from a Greek word.

\
[\

(a noun)

\]

a cemetery; especially : a large elaborate cemetery of an ancient
city.
The pharaoh’s tomb is part of the necropolis known as the
“Valley of the Kings.”
364. nefarious

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

\]

(an adjective)
heinously or impiously wicked : detestable.
The murderer’s crimes were considered so nefarious that he was
sentenced to life imprisonment without the possibility of parole.

365. neoclassical

\

\

This word is from an originally Greek part plus an originally
Latin part.
(an adjective)
of or relating to a revival or contemporary adaptation of classical
taste or style in art or architecture.
The Lincoln Memorial is a famous American example of
neoclassical architecture.

366. neoterism

\

\

This word is from Greek.
(a noun)
a newly invented word or phrase.
“Selfie” is a neoterism recently added to some dictionaries.

367. nephelognosy

\

\

Both parts of this word are originally Greek.
(a noun)
scientific observation of clouds.
Satellite photos of cloud formations and movements have been a
great aid in the field of nephelognosy.

368. nephrite

\

\

This word is from German.
(a noun)
a compact white or gray or bright or grayish green mineral
constituting the less valuable kind of jade.
Nephrite was formerly worn as a remedy for kidney diseases.
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369. neptunian

\

\
[\

\]

The first part of this word is from an originally Latin word, and
the second part is an English combining form.
(an adjective)
formed by the agency of water.
Sea caves are neptunian, made by the attack of waves on weak
spots in coastal cliffs.

370. neurergic

\

\
[\

\]

This word is from an originally Greek word that passed into
Latin.
(an adjective)
of or relating to the action of a nerve.
The examining physician told Valerie that her back problems
were neurergic in nature.

371. nidulant

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(an adjective)
embedded or nestling; specifically : lying free in a cavity.
The nidulant seeds were covered with a fine, woolly substance.
372. Nietzschean

\

This word is from a German name.

\

(an adjective)
of or relating to the German philosopher Friedrich Wilhelm
Nietzsche.
Norma’s debating style, terse and ironic, rebutted her opponent’s
arguments with a Nietzschean pithiness.
373. nimbostratus

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\
\]

(a noun)
a low dark gray rainy cloud layer.
The day was dreary with the nimbostratus completely blocking
the rays of the sun.

374. nisus

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(a noun)
a striving : an inclination.
Professor Williams explained that there is a nisus towards the
new in art.
375. nitrogenous

\

\

This word is from an originally Greek word that passed into
Latin and then French.
(an adjective)
of, relating to, or containing nitrogen in combined form (as in
nitrates or proteins).
Farmers add nitrogenous fertilizers to the soil for better crop
production.
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376. noblesse

\

This word is originally from French.

\

(a noun)
noble birth or condition : nobility.
Sir Thomas Malory’s tales of King Arthur and the Knights of the
Round Table focus primarily on the noblesse of the time period.
377. nociceptor

\

This word is from Latin elements.

\

(a noun)
a part of the body that transmits to the central nervous system
injurious or painful stimuli.
The spicy salsa activated each nociceptor on Michelle’s tongue,
bringing her to tears.
378. nocive

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(an adjective)
harmful : injurious.
The laboratory assistant wore a mask to protect himself from
nocive fumes.
379. nockerl

\

This word is from an Austrian German word.

\
[\

(a noun)

\]

a rich, light dumpling.
While visiting Salzburg, Arvind enjoyed a sweet nockerl dusted
with powdered sugar.
380. nodule

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(a noun)
a small rounded mass of irregular shape : a little lump.
Mr. Henley was relieved to learn that the nodule on his lung is
benign.
381. noesis

\

This word is from Greek.

\

(a noun)
purely intellectual apprehension.
Seth maintains that the only way to know the nature of a perfect
circle is through noesis.
382. nonagesimal

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

\]

(an adjective)
being number 90 in a countable series.
The party for Queen Elizabeth’s nonagesimal birthday will
occur just months before she becomes the country’s longestreigning monarch.
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383. noncombatant

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

(an adjective)

\]

not usually engaged in or assigned to duties that directly forward
conflict or controversy.
The red cross on the side of the panel truck signaled that it was a
noncombatant vehicle.
384. nonpareil

\

This word is from an originally Latin word that then became
French.

\
[
\
\]

(an adjective)
having no equal : peerless.
Tom’s lack of common sense overshadowed his nonpareil
intellect.

385. nosography

\

This word consists of two Greek parts.

\

(a noun)
a description or classification of diseases.
Allen’s research included a nosography of autism in children
and adolescents.
386. nsambya

\

This word is from a native Ugandan name.

\

(a noun)
an African timber tree having yellow flowers and tough durable
wood.
The Ugandan said that his house was built mostly with the wood
of the nsambya.
387. nuciform

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

\]

(an adjective)
like a nut in shape.
Preston gave Anna a box of nuciform chocolate candies.

388. nudicaulous

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

\]

(an adjective)
having leafless stems.
Nudicaulous glassworts are plants common in tidal marshes.

389. nugacious

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

\]

(an adjective)
trifling : trivial.
Arguments about who sits in a vehicle’s front seat seem
nugacious to many adults.
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390. numen

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

(a noun)

\]

a spirit believed by animists to inhabit a natural object or
phenomenon.
Ayla asked the numen of the tree to allow her to pick two apples.
391. nummary

\

This word is from an originally Greek word that passed into
Latin.

\

(an adjective)
of, relating to, or dealing with money or coins.
The first nummary denominations were related to the weight of
the metal contained in the coin.
392. nuncupative

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

\]

(an adjective)
stated verbally : oral — used chiefly of a will.
The terms of Grandpa’s nuncupative will were not contested by
the family.

393. nutriture

\

This word came from Italian, which formed it from a Latin word.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
something that nourishes.
The nutriture required by newborns is substantially different
from that required by toddlers.

394. nyctipelagic

\

\

Both parts of this word are originally Greek.
(an adjective)
living in the deeper waters of the ocean, especially those several
hundred feet below the surface, and appearing at the surface only
at night.
The marine biologist spent several years studying nyctipelagic
fauna.

395. oberek

\

This word is from a Polish name.

\

(a noun)
a Polish folk dance characterized by acrobatics and marching
steps.
The oberek is the fastest of the five national folk dances of
Poland.
396. objurgatory

\

\

This word is from Latin.
(an adjective)
expressing sharp reprimand.
The mayor sent an objurgatory letter to the negligent department
head.
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397. obnebulate

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

\]

(a verb)
becloud : befog.
The early morning haze will obnebulate the mountainscape.

398. obreptitious

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(an adjective)
done or obtained by trickery or by concealing the truth.
The undercover agent was a master of obtaining information by
obreptitious means.
399. ochlophobia

\

This word is from Greek.

\

(a noun)
morbid fear of crowds.
Alice never attends rock concerts because of her ochlophobia.
400. octonocular

\

\

This word consists of a Latin part plus a part that went from
Latin to English.
(an adjective)
having eight eyes.
Although there are 6-eyed spiders and even eyeless spiders, the
tarantula is an octonocular spider.

401. oculus

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(a noun)
an architectural part resembling or suggestive of an eye.
In the west end of Norman churches there is often an oculus.
402. odontiasis

\

\

This word went from Greek to Latin.
(a noun)
cutting of the teeth : teething.
In humans, odontiasis usually begins when a baby is around six
months old.

403. oenomel

\

\

This word is from Greek.
(a noun)
an ancient Greek beverage of wine and honey.
To celebrate her Greek heritage, Philippa made ambrosia and
oenomel.
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404. offertory

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
an antiphon, anthem, or other musical selection sung or played
during a religious service in which monetary gifts are received
from the congregation.
Linda and Mike sang a duet for the offertory during last week’s
church service.

405. ohelo

\

This word is from Hawaiian.

\

(a noun)
an endemic Hawaiian blueberry with a shining fleshy rather
astringent red or yellow berry.
The berry of the ohelo is a diet staple of the protected Hawaiian
nene goose.
406. okapi

\

This word is from an African name.

\

(a noun)
an African mammal that is related to the giraffe but has a
relatively short neck and solid reddish coat with black and cream
rings on its legs.
Talia’s favorite animal at the zoo was the okapi, because it looks
like a giraffe and a zebra put together.
407. oleiculture

\

\

This word is made up of Latin-derived French elements.
(a noun)
the production, processing and marketing of olives.
Experts in oleiculture say that olive trees must grow for about
ten years before they become commercially productive.

408. oligopsony

\

\

This word is from Greek.
(a noun)
a market situation in which each of a limited number of buyers is
strong enough to influence the market but not strong enough to
ignore the reaction to such influence by the competitors.
Buyers of expensive printing presses constitute an oligopsony,
because there are only a few dozen in the entire world.

409. Olmec

\

\

Originally of Native American origin, this word passed to
Spanish.
(a noun)
an ancient people of southern Mexico predating or being
contemporary with the Mayas.
The Olmec mixed latex from local trees with the juice of another
vine to make sturdier rubber.
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410. omoplate

\

This word is from Greek.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
either of the shoulder blades.
The human omoplate is large and triangular.

411. oncogeny

\

\
[\

\]

This word is from an originally Greek word that passed into
Latin.
(a noun)
the process of tumor formation.
Certain plant extracts have been shown to inhibit oncogeny.

412. onomastics

\

This word is from Greek.

\

(a plural noun)
the science or study of the origins and forms of proper names of
persons or places.
A book on onomastics explained that the name “Donald” is a
Scottish Gaelic word meaning “world ruler.”
413. onycholysis

\

Both parts of this word went from Greek to Latin.

\

(a noun)
a loosening of a fingernail or toenail from the nail bed beginning
at the free edge and proceeding to the root.
The formaldehyde in nail hardeners has been known to cause
onycholysis.
414. onyx

\

This word is from Greek.

\
[\

(an adjective)

\]

of the color jet black.
The teacher told the schoolchildren that space looks onyx from
the orbiting shuttle.
415. oopuhue

\

This word is from Hawaiian.

\

(a noun)
any of numerous chiefly tropical marine fishes which can distend
themselves to a globular form and float belly upward on the
surface and most species of which are highly poisonous.
George wanted an oopuhue for his saltwater fish tank.
416. ophiophagous

\

Both parts of this word are originally Greek.

\
[\

\]

(an adjective)
feeding on snakes.
Jill’s contribution to the discussion about ophiophagous
creatures was that there are not enough of them.
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417. opificer

\

This word consists of a Latin part plus an English combining
form.

\

(a noun)
a skilled or artistic worker : an artisan.
The opificer proudly displayed his wares at the fair.
418. ornithotomy

\

This word is from Greek.

\

(a noun)
the anatomy or dissection of birds.
Through ornithotomy Derrick learned how a bird’s bones are
interconnected.
419. osteomalacia

\

Both parts of this word went from Greek to Latin.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
a disease of the bones characterized by softening, caused by a
deficiency of minerals and of vitamin D.
When osteomalacia occurs in children, it is called “rickets.”

420. otoscope

\

Both parts of this word are originally Greek.

\

(a noun)
an instrument fitted with lighting and magnifying lens systems
and used to facilitate visual inspection of the auditory canal and
ear drum.
Dr. Jamison peered through the otoscope into Kayla’s ear.
421. oviparous

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(an adjective)
producing eggs that develop and hatch outside the maternal body.
The platypus is an oviparous mammal.
422. oximeter

\

\

Both parts of this word are originally Greek.
(a noun)
an instrument for measuring continuously the degree of oxygen
saturation of the circulating blood.
The ambulance attendant fastened an oximeter to Boris’s finger.

423. ozonizer

\

\

This word is from a word that went from Greek to German plus
English combining forms.
(a noun)
an apparatus for converting ordinary oxygen into ozone.
One type of ozonizer works by passing a silent electric discharge
through a current of oxygen or air.
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424. pandemonium

\

This word consists of two originally Greek parts.

\

(a noun)
a state of wild uproar : a tumultuous din.
Pandemonium erupted at the zoo after the lion escaped from its
enclosure.
425. panophthalmitis

\

This word is made up of originally Greek parts.

\

(a noun)

[
\

\]

inflammation involving all the tissues of the eyeball.
Panophthalmitis is an acute inflammation that includes all
ocular structures and extends into the orbit.

426. pappardelle

\

This word is from Italian.

\

(a plural noun)
wide ribbon-like pasta.
Enzo served the pappardelle with arugula and mushrooms.
427. parvenu or
parvenue

\

This word went from Latin to French.

\
[\

\]

(an adjective)
newly risen to position especially through the acquisition of
wealth or power.
The parvenu socialite had recently inherited money from a
wealthy great-uncle.

428. pasquinade

\

This word is from a word that went from an Italian name to
French.

\

(a noun)
a lampoon or satire usually having a political significance.
The president’s misadventure quickly became the subject of an
editorial pasquinade.
429. Patagonian

\

\
[\

\]

This word consists of a part that is from a South American
geographic name plus an English combining form.
(an adjective)
of, relating to, or characteristic of a region in southern South
America belonging partly to Argentina and partly to Chile.
While traveling in Argentina, Simon was eager to see the
Patagonian glaciers.

430. pâtissier

\

\
[\

\]

This word is from an originally Latin word that then became
French.
(a noun)
a pastry chef.
The restaurant hired a new pâtissier whose specialties were
baklava, tiramisu, and crème brûlée.
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431. patriliny

\

Originally Greek, this word went into Latin before becoming
English.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
the practice of tracing descent through the father’s line.
The Book of Genesis contains numerous records of patriliny.
432. persifleur

\

This word is from a French word.

\
[\

(a noun)

\]

one given to frivolous banter especially about matters usually
given serious consideration.
The senator excused himself, not wanting to waste any more time
with the persifleur.
433. phalanges

\

This word is from an originally Greek word that passed into
Latin.

\
[\

\]

(a plural noun)
the digital bones of the hand or foot beyond the metacarpus or
metatarsus.
Cora fractured three phalanges when her brother closed a car
door on her hand.
434. philologist

\

This word is from Greek.

\

(a noun)
a scholar concerned with human speech as the vehicle of
literature and as a field of study that sheds light on cultural
history.
Hannah wants to become a philologist and study ancient Russian
dialects.
435. phoniatric

\

This word is made up of Greek-Derived Latin parts.

\

(an adjective)
of or relating to the treatment of speech defects.
Gia sought a phoniatric specialist to treat her vocal cord
dysfunction.
436. phthalein

\

\
[\

\]

This word is made up of two elements from International
Scientific Vocabulary, one of which went from Iranian to Greek
to Latin to International Scientific Vocabulary.
(a noun)
any of a group of xanthene dyes that are intensely colored in
alkaline solution.
Derivatives of phthalein are used as dyes to color plastics and
ceramics.
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437. phyllomancy

\

This word is from Greek.

\

(a noun)
divination by means of leaves.
Dora and Karthik amused themselves by practicing phyllomancy
while drinking their tea.
438. Pickwickian

\

This word is from an English name plus an English combining
form.

\

(an adjective)
marked by simplicity and generosity of character or by an
appearance and manner suggesting these qualities.
Matilda wishes that her principal were more like the
Pickwickian headmaster of Tom’s school.
439. pikelet

\

This word is from an originally Welsh word.

\

(a noun)
a small round thick pancake baked on a griddle and traditionally
served on Christmas day in Great Britain.
A British pikelet is similar to a crumpet, while in Australia and
New Zealand it resembles a pancake.
440. pileus

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
an umbrella-shaped upper cap of many fungi, such as
mushrooms.
The forager studied the pileus of the mushroom to determine its
type and whether it was edible.

441. pirarucu

\

This word is from an originally Tupi word that passed into
Portuguese.

\

(a noun)
a very large edible bony fish of the rivers of northern South
America that is of great importance in the diet of the natives of
the area.
Some of the natives along the Amazon River eat pirarucu
practically every day.
442. Plantagenet

\

\

This word is from an English name.
(a noun)
a member of an English royal family to which belonged the
rulers of England from 1154 to 1485.
In 2012 archaeologists found the missing remains of Richard III,
the last Plantagenet king, buried under a parking lot.
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443. plumose

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(an adjective)
having feathers or plumes : feathered.
Emily’s plumose mask was a hit at the Mardi Gras party.
444. plutocratic

\

This word is from Greek.

\

(an adjective)
of, relating to, or characterized by the rule or dominion of wealth
or of the rich.
The suburb had clean air, good schools and a plutocratic city
government.
445. polydactylous

\

This word is from Greek.

\

(an adjective)
having several or many digits : having more than the normal
number of toes or fingers.
The wide paws of polydactylous Maine Coon cats are nicknamed
“double paws.”
446. pomfret

\

This word is an alteration of a word that was probably from a
Portuguese-derived French word.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
a sooty-black oceanic spiny-finned fish of the north Atlantic and
north Pacific oceans that is valued for food.
The pomfret is commonly used in cooking, especially in South
Asia.
447. pomiferous

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(an adjective)
bearing fruit (like an apple) consisting of a central core with
usually five seeds and an outer thickened fleshy layer.
The orchard is full of neat rows of several types of pomiferous
trees, including Fuji and Honeycrisp varieties.
448. prasine

\

This word is from Latin, which formed it from Greek.

\
[\

\]

(an adjective)
having the green color of a leek.
Delia tried on a short prasine dress with a square neckline, but
bought a plain black suit instead.
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449. propagandize

\

The first part of this word is from an originally Latin word, and
the second part is an English combining form.

\

(a verb)
disseminate (ideas, beliefs, principles) by deliberate effort in
order to further one’s cause.
Senator Marcus and Senator Horton often propagandize the
cause of states’ rights.
450. proxy

\

This word is from English, and is a contraction of a word that
went from Latin to Anglo-French to English.

\

(a noun)
the act or practice of a person serving (as in voting or marrying)
as an authorized agent or substitute for another.
Many governmental bodies allow voting by proxy when members
cannot personally attend.
451. psyche

\

This word is from Greek.

\

(a noun)
the soul, self or personality.
Brianna loves music so much that she considers it part of her
psyche.
452. psychosomatic

\

This word is from Greek.

\

(an adjective)
resulting from the influence of emotional stress or conflict on a
predisposed area, organ, or system of the body.
The doctor explained that in many cases high blood pressure is a
psychosomatic disorder.
453. putative

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(an adjective)
commonly accepted or supposed.
The putative owner of the vicious dog claimed to have never seen
the animal before.
454. Pythagorean

\

This word is from a Greek name.

\
[\

\]

(an adjective)
of or relating to the Greek philosopher Pythagoras or his
philosophy.
The Pythagorean theorem states that in a right triangle, the
square of the hypotenuse is equal to the sum of the squares of the
other two sides.
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455. quadriceps

\

This word is made up of two originally Latin elements.

\

(a noun)
the great extensor muscle of the front of the thigh divided above
into four parts which unite in a single tendon.
The soccer player was taken out of the game when he strained
his right quadriceps.
456. quale

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(a noun)
a peculiar and essential characteristic or nature.
Rich tried to describe the quale of eating a scotch bonnet pepper.
457. quaquaversal

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(an adjective)
dipping from a center toward all points of the compass — used
especially of geological formations.
The quaquaversal shape of the mound can be seen easily from an
aerial view.
458. quaternion

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
a set of four parts, things, or persons.
The auto parts store offered a special price on a quaternion of
tires.

459. quoddy

\

This word is from a North American geographical name.

\

(a noun)
an open sloop-rigged sailboat once used especially for fishing
along the Maine coast.
Julia runs a business in Bar Harbor, taking tourists fishing in her
quoddy.
460. Rabelaisian

\

This word is from a French name.

\
[\

\]

(an adjective)
marked by or manifesting a gross robust humor, an extravagance
of caricature, or a bold naturalism similar to that distinguishing
the satire of François Rabelais.
Mark Twain was among the many nineteenth-century writers
who were criticized for having a Rabelaisian view of life.

461. raptatorial

\

\

The first part of this word is from an originally Latin word, and
the second part contains English combining forms.
(an adjective)
preying on other animals.
As the number of raptatorial birds decreased, the rat and mouse
population exploded.
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462. rariora

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(a plural noun)
unusual collectors’ items.
The old man’s study contained a whimsical mixture of rariora.
463. ratatouille

\

This word came from French, which formed it from a Latin
word.

\

(a noun)
a stew made of eggplant, tomatoes, green peppers, squash, and
sometimes meat and seasoned with garlic and other condiments.
Marnie used vegetables from her own garden to make the
ratatouille.
464. rathskeller

\

This word is from an originally German word.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
a restaurant located usually below the street level and patterned
after the basement of a German city hall.
There are three good restaurants on this block, but college
students seem to prefer the rathskeller.

465. reboant

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(an adjective)
reverberating.
The reboant bell startled a flock of pigeons perched on the bell
tower.
466. reciprocal

\

\
[\

\]

The first part of this word is from an originally Latin word, and
the second part is an English combining form.
(an adjective)
consisting of or functioning as a return in kind.
James is truly unselfish, always ready to help without expecting
reciprocal benefit.

467. recompense

\

\

Originally Latin, this word passed through French before
becoming English.
(a noun)
an equivalent or a return for something done, suffered, or given :
a repayment made.
Shankar offered to replace his neighbor’s flowers in recompense
for his dog digging in her garden.

468. recrement

\

\

This word is from Latin.
(a noun)
superfluous matter separated from that which is useful.
Slag is the recrement produced in smelting iron ore.
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469. regimen

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

(a noun)

\]

a systematic plan designed to improve and maintain health.
Cassandra’s regimen includes getting at least seven hours of
sleep per night.
470. renvoi

\

This word is from a French word.

\

(a noun)
the return by a government of a foreign-born resident to his or
her own country.
Through renvoi, John Demjanjuk was deported from the United
States to stand trial in 2009.
471. repugn

\

This word went from Latin to French to English.

\
[\

(a verb)

\]

to contend against : oppose, reject.
Mrs. Johnson would always repugn Mike’s claim that his dog
had eaten his homework, while Mike would always respond that
she didn’t know Fluffy.
472. restitutory

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

\]

(an adjective)
of, relating to, or aiming at the return of something to its rightful
owner.
The judge’s verdict included punitive as well as restitutory
features.

473. reticent

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(an adjective)
inclined to keep silent or uncommunicative.
Delilah did most of the talking for her more reticent twin.
474. Reykjavik

\

This word is from an Icelandic geographical name.

\
[\

\]

(an adjective)
of or from Reykjavik, the capital of Iceland.
Many kinds of fresh fish can be bought at the fish market at
Reykjavik harbor.

475. rhinovirus

\

\

This word consists of an element that went from Greek to Latin
plus an originally Latin element.
(a noun)
any of a group of viruses that are associated with upper
respiratory tract disorders (as the common cold).
The rhinovirus occurs globally and is the most frequent cause of
the common cold.
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476. rhipiphorid

\

This word is made up of originally Greek parts.

\

(a noun)
a beetle of a family of small beetles that are parasitic on wasps
and other insects.
The fan-shaped rhipiphorid has proved to be a useful pollinator
of flowers.
477. rhodochrosite

\

\
[\

\]

This word came to English from German, which formed it from
Greek parts.
(a noun)
a characteristically rose-red mineral consisting essentially of
manganese carbonate.
Rhodochrosite has been used in the making of steel to give it
hardness and resistance to abrasion.

478. rhopalocercous

\

This word is from Greek.

\

(an adjective)
of a trematode worm : having a tail as wide as or wider than the
body.
The scientist published his first paper on his discovery of a new
rhopalocercous cercarial worm.
479. ribaldry

\

\
[\

\
\
\]

This word is from an originally Germanic word that became
French before becoming English.
(a noun)
a quality or element marked by coarseness and indecency.
Juliet was surprised at the ribaldry in some of Shakespeare’s
plays.

480. ricin

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
an amorphous and violently poisonous protein in the castor bean.
Ricin has been used experimentally in medicines to kill cancer
cells.

481. rigaree

\

\

This word is of unknown origin.
(a noun)
ornamentation on glass (as of early wine decanters) consisting of
narrow applied bands forming parallel ribs.
An antique wine jug having an applied amber rigaree sold for
3,000 dollars at the auction.
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482. ripicolous

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

\]

(an adjective)
of or relating to or living or located on the bank of a watercourse
(as a river or stream) or sometimes a lake.
As the boat cruised down the river, Phil took pictures of
ripicolous crocodiles sunning themselves.

483. risorgimento

\

This word came from Italian, which formed it from a Latin word.

\

(a noun)
a time of renewal or renaissance : a revival.
During the Victorian Age the English novel experienced a
risorgimento.
484. rivulet

\

This word came from Italian, which formed it from a Latin word.

\

(a noun)
a small stream : a brook.
The fast-melting snow gushed down the rivulet to the pond
below.
485. roborant

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

\]

(an adjective)
tending to give added strength or vigor to.
In China, ginseng has for ages been esteemed for its roborant
effects on the body.

486. roguish

\

This word is of unknown origin.

\

(an adjective)
dishonest: unprincipled.
The roguish salesman tried to convince Barbara that the car was
in perfect condition.
487. Roscian

\

This word is from a Latin name.

\
[\

(an adjective)

\]

of, relating to, or skilled in acting.
Patrick’s Roscian talent led him straight to Broadway after
graduation, in spite of his parents’ wishes.
488. rudimentary

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(an adjective)

[
\

\]

basic : fundamental.
Thurston possesses only a rudimentary knowledge of opera.
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489. ruminant

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(a noun)
any of a suborder of even-toed hoofed mammals (as sheep,
giraffes, deer and camels) that chew the cud and have a complex
usually four-chambered stomach.
Microorganisms play an essential role in the digestive system of
a ruminant.
490. rutabaga

\

This word is from a word that went from Old Norse to Swedish.

\

(a noun)
a turnip commonly with a very large yellowish root that is used
as food both for stock and for human beings.
Barbara prepared a side dish of rutabaga for Thanksgiving
dinner, much to the liking of most of her family.
491. safflower

\

Originally Arabic, this word passed from Italian to French.

\

(a noun)
an Old World herb that resembles a thistle, is widely grown for
its oil, and has large vivid red or orange flower heads.
Because it is flavorless, safflower oil is used as a cooking oil.
492. Sagittarius

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
the ninth sign of the zodiac.
The symbol for Sagittarius is an archer with a drawn bow.

493. saimin

\

This word is probably from Chinese.

\

(a noun)
a Hawaiian noodle soup.
Saimin is a traditional worker’s meal in Hawaii.
494. salvo

\

This word comes from a word that went from Latin to French to
Italian.

\

(a noun)
a sudden eruption or explosion (as of laughter, cheers or
handclaps).
When the villain met with doom after an intense struggle, the
movie theater was filled with a salvo of applause.
495. sambal

\

\

This word is from Malay.
(a noun)
a condiment made typically of peppers, pickles, grated coconut,
salt fish, or fish roe and eaten especially with curry and rice in
and around Indonesia and Malaya.
Mindy ate a bowl of rice with vegetables and sambal for lunch.
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496. sanctimony

\

This word came from French, which formed it from a Latin
word.

\

(a noun)
outward or artificial saintliness : pretended holiness.
Even Laurel’s friends find her sanctimony tiresome.
497. sarsen

\

Originally Greek, this word went into Latin before becoming
English.

\

(a noun)
a large loose residual mass of stone left after the erosion of a
once continuous bed or layer; specifically : one of the large
sandstone blocks scattered over the English chalk downs.
“There should be a sarsen ahead on the left,” said Reggie,
pointing to the map.
498. sarwan

\

This word is from Persian.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
a camel driver.
The sarwan made the camel stand still while Teresa climbed on;
then he took her picture.

499. saxifragous

\

\

This word is from Latin.
(an adjective)
growing in crevices of and promoting splitting of rock — used of
a plant.
The botanist collected many examples of saxifragous lichens
along the rocky shore.

500. scabbard

\

\

This word went from German to Anglo-French before becoming
English.
(a noun)
a usually leather or metal sheath in which the blade of a sword,
dagger, bayonet, or other cutting weapon is enclosed when not in
use.
The knight began to pull his sword from its scabbard, but a look
from the queen stopped him.

501. scagliola

\

\

This word is from Germanic-derived Italian.
(a noun)
an imitation of ornamental marble used for floors, columns, and
other ornamental interior work.
After the scagliola is laid on the prepared surface and is
hardened, it is then polished to resemble marble.
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502. schuss

\

This word is from an originally German word.

\
[\

(a noun)

\]

a straightaway skiing course.
In a tucked position, Kira followed the schuss all the way to the
bottom.
503. sedulity

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
steadily industrious activity : diligence, industry.
Mr. Desjardin was impressed at the sedulity with which his
students finished their projects.

504. sedum

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(a noun)
any plant of a genus of fleshy widely distributed herbs having
yellow, white, or pink flowers, membranous fruit, and often
tufted stems.
The company’s green roof was planted with drought-tolerant
sedum.
505. semblable

\

\

This word is from Latin.
(an adjective)
having characteristics in common : very much alike.
Janine thought the little holiday cottage and her dollhouse were
semblable.

506. seminar

\

\

This word is from Latin.
(a noun)
a group of advanced students studying a subject under a
professor, each doing some original research, and all exchanging
results by informal lectures, reports and discussions.
Competition for the limited number of places in the spy-novel
seminar was intense.

507. senryu

\

\

This word is from Japanese.
(a noun)
a three-line unrhymed Japanese poem structurally similar to
haiku but treating human nature usually in an ironic or satiric
vein.
Unlike haiku, a senryu does not usually contain a word
pertaining to a season.
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508. seriema

\

This word is from Tupi, a native language in South America.

\
[\

(a noun)

\]

a bird of southern Brazil or a closely related bird of northern
Argentina, both being large long-legged birds with short wings
and limited powers of flight.
The red-legged seriema ran at the first sight of danger.
509. servile

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

\]

(an adjective)
lacking spirit or independence : submissive.
Though he talks often about being a rebel, James is actually very
servile when confronted by his mother.

510. sigatoka

\

This word is from a Fijian geographical name.

\

(a noun)
a serious leaf spot disease of bananas occurring especially in
tropical America and caused by a sooty mold.
On plantations, sigatoka is controlled through use of fungicide
and the removal of infected leaves.
511. sigil

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(a noun)
a seal or signet.
The tapestry in Highclere Castle featured a representation of the
Crawley family’s sigil.
512. siglum

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(a noun)
a sign, abbreviation, letter, or character standing for words in
ancient manuscripts or on coins or medals.
One of our most familiar symbols, the dollar sign, began as a
siglum.
513. Sinn Feinism

\

\

This word consists of two originally Irish Gaelic parts plus an
English combining form.
(a noun)
the doctrines, policies or practices of a national Irish society
founded about 1905.
Sinn Feinism at its founding promoted complete political and
economic separation of Ireland from England.

514. solivagant

\

\

This word is from Latin.
(an adjective)
marked by solitary wandering.
During his first semester in college, Gerry took frequent
solivagant walks around the campus.
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515. sopapilla

\

\
[\

\]

This word is a modification of a Germanic-derived Spanish
word.
(a noun)
a square of deep fried dough often sweetened and eaten as
dessert.
For dessert, Alana served vanilla ice cream with sopapilla and
chocolate sauce.

516. sortition

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(a noun)
the act of casting lots : determination or appointment by or as if
by lot.
Sortition was used to select candidates for the grand jury.
517. spatiotemporal

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(an adjective)
of or relating to space and time together.
Hakeem manages a spatiotemporal database that records
information on historic plate tectonic activity.
518. speleothem

\

The first part of this word went from Greek to Latin to
International Scientific Vocabulary and the second part is from
Greek.

\

(a noun)
a cave deposit or formation.
Found on the roofs of caves, soda straws are a speleothem in the
form of a hollow mineral tube.
519. stomatitis

\

This word consists of two originally Greek elements.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
any of numerous inflammatory diseases of the mouth.
Common causes of stomatitis include infections, allergic
reactions, and malnutrition.

520. strigine

\

This word consists of a Latin part and an originally English part.

\
[\

\]

(an adjective)
owllike.
Maurice’s large goggles made him look rather strigine.

521. sumpsimus

\

\

This word is from Latin.
(a noun)
a strictly correct expression or usage substituted for an old
popular error.
Although Gloria has been saying “irregardless” all her life, her
teacher insists that she use the sumpsimus “regardless.”
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522. sustentacular

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(an adjective)
serving to support.
A sustentacular protrusion on the largest bone in the human foot
allows attachment of several ligaments and tendons.
523. symplectic

\

This word is from Greek.

\

(an adjective)
relating to or being an intergrowth of two different minerals.
The mineral myrmekite is formed from symplectic intergrowth of
plagioclase and vermicular quartz.
524. syncytium

\

This word is made up of three originally Greek parts.

\

(a noun)
a multinucleate mass of protoplasm resulting from fusion of
cells.
In a muscle, syncytium allows for rapid, coordinated
contraction.
525. tactile

\

This word is originally from Latin.

\
[\

\]

(an adjective)
of or relating to the sense of touch.
People with tactile sensory disorder may dislike different
textures, such as those found in food and fabrics.

526. talaria

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(a plural noun)
winged shoes fastened to the ankles and chiefly used as an
attribute of the god Hermes or Mercury of classical mythology.
Talaria symbolize the speed with which Hermes acts as the
messenger of the gods.
527. tandem

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(an adjective)
consisting of two arranged one behind the other.
Liz and Sam rented a tandem bicycle to ride around the
waterfront park.
528. tantamount

\

\

This word is from a Latin word that became French and then
Anglo-French before becoming English.
(an adjective)
equivalent in value, significance, or effect.
Because of the country’s inflation rate, Jamie’s meager raise was
tantamount to a pay reduction.
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529. tarantella

\

This word is from Italian.

\

(a noun)
a vivacious folk dance of southern Italy in 6/8 time usually
performed by couples shaking tambourines.
Antonia and Bella learned to dance the tarantella in time to
perform it at their school’s cultural fair.
530. tarriance

\

This word is originally English.

\

(a noun)
a temporary stay in a place : a sojourn.
After a week’s tarriance at the home of his in-laws, Harold was
more than ready to return home.
531. tatbeb

\

This word is from French, which formed it from an Egyptian
word.

\

(a noun)
an ancient Egyptian sandal.
Maurizio found a tatbeb constructed of palm-leaves and papyrus
in the corner of the burial chamber.
532. telamon

\

\
[\

\]

This word is from an originally Greek word that passed into
Latin.
(a noun)
a male figure used as a supporting column or pilaster.
While in Athens, Anita had her picture taken beside a telamon.

533. tenaillon

\

This word is from French.

\

(a noun)
a work constructed on each side of a defensive ditch to increase
its strength, procure additional ground beyond the ditch, or cover
the shoulders of the bastions.
The tenaillon was abandoned as a defensive measure after it was
found to be ineffective at stopping besiegers.
534. tenuis

\

\

This word is from Latin.
(a noun)
an unaspirated voiceless stop.
In transcription, because consonants written with voiceless
letters are assumed to be unaspirated, a tenuis is not normally
marked explicitly.

535. tephra

\

\

This word is from a word that went from Greek to Swedish.
(a noun)
solid material ejected into the air during a volcanic eruption.
Tephra can cause respiratory distress to humans and animals
within the ashfall region of a volcanic eruption.
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536. terraceous

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(an adjective)
made of earth : earthen.
Bulldozers hurriedly built up a terraceous dam to prevent further
flooding.
537. tetrad

\

This word is from Greek.

\

(a noun)
a group or arrangement of four, or something composed of four
parts.
Astronomers were excited about the tetrad of lunar eclipses that
would be visible in North America over the next two years.
538. thalassographer

\

Both parts of this word are originally Greek.

\

(a noun)
a specialist in oceanography especially relating to seas and gulfs.
The thalassographer analyzed maritime trade patterns in the
Mediterranean Sea.
539. theriolatry

\

This word is made up of two originally Greek elements.

\

(a noun)
worship of animals or of divinities having an animal form.
The ancient Egyptians practiced theriolatry, worshiping deities
such as Apis, a bull.
540. tilde

\

This word is from a word that went from Latin to Spanish.

\

(a noun)
a mark ~ placed especially over the letter “n” to denote the /ny/
sound or over vowels to indicate nasality.
Marcia could not find the tilde on the computer keyboard.
541. timoroso

\

This word went from Latin to Italian.

\
[\

\]

(an adjective)
hesitating, timid — used as a direction in music.
The timoroso section of the composition evokes the hesitant
excitement of young love.

542. tintinnabulary

\

\

The first part of this word is from an originally Latin word, and
the second part is an English combining form.
(an adjective)
of, relating to, or characterized by bells or their sounds.
The bell ringers gave a tintinnabulary rendition of “Winter
Wonderland.”
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543. titration

\

This word is made up of a Latin-derived French word and an
English combining form.

\

(a noun)
a determination of the reactive capacity usually of a solution;
especially : the analytical process of successively adding
measured amounts of a reagent to a known volume of a sample in
solution until a desired end point is reached.
Mark prepared to do a titration by transferring 40 milliliters of
sodium hydroxide into a flask.
544. tmesis

\

This word is from an originally Greek word that passed into
Latin.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
separation of parts of a compound word by the intervention of
one or more words.
The line “This is not Romeo, he’s some other where” from
Romeo and Juliet is an example of tmesis.
545. Torquemada

\

This word is from a Spanish name.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
one who harasses in a manner to injure, grieve, or afflict usually
because of some difference of outlook or opinion : an oppressor.
The new police chief has been described as a “Torquemada.”

546. traduce

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

\]

(a verb)
lower or disgrace the reputation of : expose to shame or blame by
utterance of falsehood or misrepresentation.
Individuals who traduce others could find themselves being sued
for slander.

547. trebuchet

\

This word is from a French word that then became English.

\

(a noun)
a medieval military engine designed to hurl stones and similar
missiles with great force by means of a heavy weight fastened to
the short arm of a lever which raises the end of the long throwing
arm with great velocity.
The trebuchet was used to sling stones as heavy as 300 pounds at
or over a castle wall.
548. trionychid

\

This word is from Greek.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
a member of a family of soft-shelled freshwater turtles.
While Brad was exploring the woods, he came across a single
trionychid basking on the bank of a creek.
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549. triskelion

\

This word is from Greek.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
a figure composed of three usually curved or bent branches
radiating from a center.
A triskelion has been the emblem of the Isle of Man since the
thirteenth century, when the Vikings were ousted.

550. trochal

\

This word consists of a Greek part plus an English combining
form.

\

(an adjective)
resembling a wheel.
When he looked into the microscope, Dr. Fuentes noticed a
trochal apparatus on the anterior end of the organism.
551. troglobiont

\

This word is from Greek.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
an animal living in or restricted to caves; especially : one
occurring in the lightless waters of caves.
The troglobiont was sightless and lacked skin pigmentation.

552. trope

\

This word is from Greek.

\

(a noun)
the use of a word or expression in a different sense from that
which properly belongs to it for giving life or emphasis to an
idea.
The phrase “Love is a rose” is a common example of a trope.
553. trouvaille

\

This word is from French.

\

(a noun)
a lucky find : an unexpected or sudden gain or advantage.
Oliver received a badly needed trouvaille when he found a 50euro note on the sidewalk.
554. tumultuous

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

\]

(an adjective)
marked by violent or overwhelming turbulence or upheaval.
The railroad struggled to repair damages after a year of
tumultuous mudslides and washouts.

555. ulpan

\

\

Originally Aramaic, this word went into Hebrew before being
adopted by English.
(a noun)
an Israeli study center for newcomers in which intensive training
in Hebrew and cultural subjects is given.
Renée spent several weeks studying Hebrew at an ulpan in Haifa
last summer.
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556. ultradian

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(an adjective)
being, characterized by, or occurring in periods or cycles (as of
biological activity) of considerably less than 24 hours.
Cycles of sleep and body temperature are two of the many
ultradian activities of the human body.
557. umbratile

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(an adjective)
carried on in seclusion : hidden away.
Barb’s umbratile devotion to “Duck Dynasty” was revealed
when her brother discovered she had been recording it.
558. unbeknownst

\

This word is originally English.

\
[\

\]

(an adjective)
happening without one’s being cognizant, conscious or aware.
Unbeknownst to Olesya, her friends were planning a surprise
party at the ranch.

559. upeygan

\

This word is from Shona, a Bantu language.

\

(a noun)
a black rhinoceros of the species that is most common in Africa.
The upeygan has prehensile lips that it uses for grasping leaves
and twigs while browsing.
560. urushiol

\

\
[\

\]

The first part of this word is from Japanese and the second part is
from an originally Arabic word that passed from Spanish to
Latin.
(a noun)
a poisonous oily liquid in the sap of Oriental lacquer trees and
present also as one of the principal blistering substances in
poison ivy, poison oak, and poison sumac.
What Jonah’s doctor called “urushiol-induced contact
dermatitis,” he called a “poison ivy rash.”

561. usurpative

\

This word is from Latin.

\
[\

\]

(an adjective)
of or constituting the unauthorized arbitrary assumption and
exercise of power especially as infringing on others’ rights.
The king banished the prince for his traitorous usurpative acts.
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562. usury

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(a noun)
interest in excess of a legal rate charged to a borrower for the use
of money.
The bank manager was charged with several crimes including
usury, extortion and bribery.
563. vascular

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(an adjective)
of, relating to, or affecting a tube for the conveyance of a body
fluid (as the blood of an animal or the sap of a plant).
Janice’s grandmother will see a vascular surgeon regarding her
varicose veins.
564. vassalage

\

Originally Celtic in origin, this word went into Latin and then
French before becoming English.

\

(a noun)
a position of subordination or submission (as to a political power
or a detrimental influence).
After unifying China, Kublai Khan sent envoys to neighboring
kingdoms, obliging them to accept vassalage.
565. velocious

\

The first part of this word is from an originally Latin word, and
the second part is an English combining form.

\

(an adjective)
speedy : fast.
Laci says that the chipmunk is the prettiest and most velocious
small mammal she has ever seen.
566. verbosity

\

This word is from Latin.

\

(a noun)
the excessive use of words.
Because Janna had a penchant for verbosity, her essays were
twice as long as those of her classmates.
567. verdurous

\

This word is from a Latin-derived French word plus an English
combining form.

\

(a noun)
clothed with the fresh green of vegetation.
The verdurous hills of Italy are dotted with vineyards.
568. verisimilitude

\

This word consists of two Latin elements.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
the quality or state of having the appearance of truth.
The artist’s scrupulous attention to detail provided an impressive
degree of verisimilitude.
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569. vermicide

\

This word consists of two originally Latin elements.

\

(a noun)
an agent that destroys worms, especially those that are
intestinally parasitic.
The vet administered a vermicide to de-worm the puppy.
570. vetturino

\

This word is from Latin-derived Italian.

\

(a noun)
one who rents or drives an Italian four-wheel carriage.
Maurizio paid the vetturino ten euro to drive him around the
village.
571. vexillology

\

The first part of this word is from an originally Latin word, and
the second part is from an originally Greek word that became
English.

\

(a noun)
the study of flags.
Sheldon’s interest in flags led him to create a podcast dedicated
to vexillology.
572. viaduct

\

This word consists of two originally Latin elements.

\
[\

(a noun)

\]

a bridge especially when resting on a series of narrow reinforced
concrete or masonry arches; having high supporting towers or
piers; and carrying a road or railroad over a valley, river, road, or
other low-lying obstruction.
The small tank engine barely made it over the crumbling viaduct
without being derailed.
573. viand

\

Originally Latin, this word went through French before
becoming English.

\
[
\

\]

(a noun)
an article of food.
The pantry was so full that there wasn’t room for a single viand
more.

574. viceroy

\

\

This word was formed in French from two Latin-derived forms.
(a noun)
the governor of a country or province who rules as the
representative of his king or sovereign.
The viceroy was required to report to the king the principal
deeds and events of his administration.
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575. villagisms

\

This word is from a word that went from Latin to French to
English plus a part that went from Greek to Latin to French to
English.

\

(a plural noun)
words, forms, or expressions characteristic of rural speech as
contrasted with urban.
The tourist could barely understand the townspeople’s dialect, as
it was peppered with unfamiliar villagisms.
576. villeggiatura

\

This word is from Latin-derived Italian.

\

(a noun)
a place that is suitable for a holiday from the city : a rural or
suburban retreat.
Brandian has a small villeggiatura in the mountains east of
Seattle.
577. vociferous

\

This word is from a Latin word plus an English combining form.

\
[\

(an adjective)

\]

marked by or given to ready vehement insistent outcry.
Students’ vociferous complaints led to the reinstatement of Taco
Tuesday.
578. voltammetry

\

The first part of this word is from an Italian name, the second is
from a French name and the final part is from Greek.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
the detection of minute quantities of chemicals (as metals) by
measuring the currents generated in electrolytic solutions when
known voltages are applied.
The chemist explained that voltammetry is a cost-effective and
accurate way to measure the concentration of chromium in
water.
579. voyageur

\

This word is from Latin-derived French.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
a man employed by a fur company to transport goods and
individuals to and from remote stations in the Northwest
principally by boat.
The voyageur lost his load of furs when his canoe got caught in
the rapids.

580. wafture

\

\
[\

\]

This word is from a part that came to English from Dutch or
German plus an English combining form.
(a noun)
a wavelike motion.
The wafture of the stadium crowd gave Ben a thrill.
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581. Walloon

\

Originally Germanic in origin, this word passed into French.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
a French dialect of a chiefly Celtic people of southern Belgium.
There has been some debate over whether Walloon is a dialect of
French or whether it is a distinct language.

582. wasteweir

\

The first part of this word was originally Latin and went through
French before becoming English, and the second part is
originally English.

\

(a noun)
a notch in a levee or other barrier across a stream for the escape
of superfluous water.
A wasteweir was constructed in the dam to prevent flooding
along the banks of the stream.
583. Wensleydale

\

This word is from a British geographical name.

\

(a noun)
a white cheese eaten fresh before curing.
The flavor of Wensleydale pairs well with fruit, such as
cranberries.
584. winze

\

This word is from English.

\

(a noun)
a vertical or steeply inclined opening or passageway driven to
connect one area within a mine with another at a lower level.
Brett manned the hoist at the top of the winze and filled the ore
cars.
585. worsted

\

This word is from an English geographical name.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
any of various closely woven fabrics made from smooth yarn
spun from long combed fibers, used especially for suits and
tailored garments.
The salesman brought out a jacket made from woolen worsted
for Brandon to try on.

586. xenon

\

This word is from Greek.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
a heavy colorless inert gaseous element that occurs in air to the
extent of about one part in 20 million by volume and that is used
in specialized electric lamps.
Some stony meteorites have been found to contain xenon.
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587. xerogel

\

This word was formed in German from originally Greek and
Latin parts.

\

(a noun)
a solid formed from a semisolid substance by drying with
unhindered shrinkage.
Xerogel is highly porous and has a high surface area per gram.
588. xiphias

\

This word is from Greek.

\

(a noun)
a very large highly valued oceanic fish that has the bones of the
upper jaw consolidated into a long rigid swordlike beak, the
dorsal fin high and without distinct spines, the ventral fins
absent, and the adult destitute of teeth.
There are shocking tales of fishermen injured and their boats
sunk by a belligerent xiphias.
589. xylary

\

This word consists of a Greek part plus an English combining
form.

\

(an adjective)
of, relating to, associated with, or constituting wood and
especially the complex tissue in the vascular system of higher
plants.
The daffodil’s stem is supported in part by xylary tissues.
590. yayoi

\

This word is from a Japanese geographical name.

\

(an adjective)
of, relating to, or being typical of a Japanese cultural period
extending from about 200 B.C., to A.D. 200, characterized
especially by unglazed wheel-thrown pottery sometimes with
incised surface ornamentation and often of florid shape.
Yayoi pottery was produced on a wheel and is characterized by
clean, functional shapes.
591. yeggman

\

This word is of unknown origin.

\

(a noun)
safecracker, robber.
Everyone was relieved when police managed to quickly capture
the yeggman who had robbed the bank.
592. yeomanry

\

\

This word is originally English.
(a noun)
the whole body of small farmers who cultivate their own land;
specifically : the body of small landed proprietors of the middle
class.
Among the legal privileges of the yeomanry was the right to
serve as a juror.
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593. yosenabe

\

This word is from Japanese.

\

(a noun)
a soup consisting especially of seafood and vegetables cooked in
a broth.
Akiko ate a quick lunch of yosenabe between appointments.
594. zabaglione

\

This word is from an Italian word that is perhaps of Illyrian
origin.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
a mixture of eggs, sugar, and wine or fruit juice beaten over hot
water until thick and light and served in a glass.
The Italian restaurant was known for its authentic zabaglione
served with strawberries and peaches in a champagne glass.
595. Zamzummim

\

This word is from Hebrew.

\

(a plural noun)
aboriginal giants reported in the Hebrew Bible to have inhabited
the region of Ammon prior to the coming of the Ammonites.
The Zamzummim were said to inhabit the region east of the
Jordan river.
596. zarzuela

\

This word is from Spanish.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
a Spanish opera having spoken dialogue and usually a comic
subject.
Linda and Jaime attended an amusing zarzuela on their trip to
Barcelona.

597. zelkova

\

This word is from Georgian.

\

(a noun)
a tall widely spreading Japanese tree resembling the American
elm.
My uncle planted a zelkova to replace the elm lost in the
hurricane.
598. zircon

\

This word went from Italian to French to German.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
a mineral occurring in brown or grayish square prisms or
sometimes in transparent forms which are used as gems.
The zircon in Wendy’s ring looks very much like a diamond.

599. zocalo

\

\

This word is from a word that went from Italian to Spanish.
(a noun)
the public square of a Mexican city or town.
Ana and Juanita agreed to meet at two o’clock at the fountain in
the center of the zocalo.
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600. zwieback

\

This word is from an originally German word.

\
[\

\]

(a noun)
a usually sweetened bread enriched with eggs that is first
prepared and baked and then sliced and toasted until dry and
crisp.
Liza placed a slice of zwieback on the baby’s tray.
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